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1

There is no better place than Antwerp to be 
introduced to the wonderful world of film. 
Flanders’ biggest city is by far the most creative 
hub that makes a difference. A buzzing beehive 
where budding talents complement, enrich 
and stimulate each other. In fashion, fine arts, 
literature and – as JEF festival shows us– 
the enchanting world of film. Antwerp forms 
the perfect backdrop for dozens of films and 
television series. Antwerp is a place where 
film makers feel at home. Antwerp, port city, 
shopping city, diamond city, film city. 

Antwerp is a patchwork of languages, 
cultures and religions. In order to live together 
well and interactively, it is important to want to 
look beyond your own origin. To show interest 
and eagerness to learn. To reach out to each 
other and to continue to build the future of this 
beautiful city, together. More than any other fine 
art, film is the ideal medium to help fulfil this 
ambition. An image is worth a thousand words. 
Sadness, joy, anger, love and farewells are 
universal key moments in our existence. When 
watching a powerful and relatable film, it does 
not matter whether we were born in Rabat, 
Tripoli, Antwerp or Dakar. We all laugh at the 
same jokes. We can’t help but shed a tear when 
relatable emotions go straight to the heart. 

Dear young 
film fan
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Watching a film together is sharing all aspects 
and emotions of life. To say it in the words of 
chansonnier Ramses Shaffy: sing, fight, laugh, 
pray and admire.

 
As each year, JEF offers a selection of 

films that has been chosen with the greatest 
possible care. Children, teenagers and young 
adults will undoubtedly find their liking in this 
unique, balanced and surprising programme. 
We are introduced to talents from all around the 
world and Antwerp’s creative biotope. With film 
directors, set designers, illustrators, musicians, 
storytellers, actresses and actors. I would like 
to sincerely thank all people involved in this 
unique JEF festival for both their professional 
commitment and social involvement.

 
Enjoy and dive into this invigorating and 

refreshing world of film. Make it a Spring half 
term vacation to remember.

 
Nabilla Ait Daoud

Alderman of Culture, Childcare, Personnel, Counters and 
Development corporation in Antwerp
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JEF awards
During the JEF festival a lot of prizes will be 
awarded in different competitions. There are three 
main competitions, in which each jury selects their 
favourite films.
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The awards in the professional competition will be 
awarded by the professional jury, the children’s jury. The 
JEF for children in hospitals jury will award a best short 
film as well. 

Best feature film
E A cash award of 2.500€ (offered by TENTOO)  

for the director to support a new project. 
E The ECFA award. The film will be eligible for the 

ECFA award for feature film of the year. Various 
international film festivals for children and young-
sters across Europe award an ECFA price. ECFA 
stands for European Children’s Film Association. 
All ECFA winners are eligible to receive the overall 
ECFA award for film of the year. The award will be 
presented at the Berlin International Film Festival.

E A nomination for the Felix Vanginderhuysen  
distribution award.

E A JEF award designed by Ronny & Johny.

Best documentary
E A JEF award designed by Ronny & Johny.
E The film will be in the running for the ECFA award for 

documentary film of the year.

Best short film
E A cash award of €1.250 for the director to support  

a new project.
E A JEF award designed by Ronny & Johny.
E The film will be in the running for the ECFA award for 

short film of the year.

Professional 
competition
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European jury 
of professionals
  Lisa Colpaert BE

Lisa Colpaert is a researcher, fashion designer and 
curator. She is a PhD candidate at the London College 
of Fashion/University of the Arts London, where she 
is undertaking a practice-based, archival and textual 
investigation of film costume designs in 1940s Holly-
wood cinema. She is the co-author of two books: The 
Dark Galleries: A Museum Guide to Painted Portraits in 
Film Noir, Gothic Melodramas, and Ghost Stories of the 
1940s and 1950s (Ghent: Ara/Mer, 2013) and Screening 
Statues: Sculpture and Cinema (Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
University Press, 2017). She regularly gives talks at 
research events or film screenings and has a special 
interest in cinematography, mise-en-scene, film costume 
design and the relation between fashion and film. As of 
the summer of 2017, she has appeared as “film expert” 
for Cinema Canvas.

  Aneta Ozorek PL

Aneta Ozorek is the Artistic Director of KLIK Amsterdam 
Animation Festival, film curator and education expert. 
She has 15 years of experience in organizing film 
events, educational workshops, exhibitions and festivals 
on the Polish and European market. 
 She is also Head of Short Section at CEE Animation 
Forum (previous Visegrad Animation Forum), curator of 
films at the Street Art festival in Katowice and program 
advisor at Cinema in Sneakers Children and Youth 
Film Festival in Warsaw. Moreover, she is also the 
Polish Ambassador of European Animation Award and 
Member of European Children Film Associaton. Aneta is 
the illustrator of seven books for children and a member 
of the jury at Berlinale, Odense Film Festival (Denmark), 
Barnefilmfestivalen (Norway), Primanima (Hungary), 
Anibar (Kosovo), BUFF (Sweden), Kineko (Japan), ZLIN 
Film Festival (Czech), Baltic Pitching Forum (Lithuania) 
and many others.
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  Floor van Spaendonck NL

Floor van Spaendonck is the general director of Cinekid, 
one of the world’s leading children media festivals 
offering film, television and digital culture. This inter-
national event covers all aspects of the media industry 
for young audiences, film and media professionals 
and offers high-quality media, workshops and master-
classes. Cinekid is based in Amsterdam and the festival 
operates throughout the country (40 cities in the Nether-
lands). It has an international focus in terms of the selec-
tion of films and media, the junior co-production market 
at the festival, collaborations in training and talent 
development and a worldwide exchange of projects 
and workshops. Floor van Spaendonck is an expert in 
the field of digital and visual culture and a professional 
in the field of international cultural policy. In the past, 
van Spaendonck was part of Het Nieuwe Instituut - the 
Dutch national institute for Architecture, Design and 
Media; CEO of Virtueel Platform (the National Institute 
for Digital Culture) and Head of film and digital arts at 
the Amsterdam Fund for the Arts.

  Dorothée Van den Berghe BE

Dorothée van den Berghe (1968) was born in Ghent. She studied sculpture 
and filmmaking at Sint-Lucas Academy in Brussels. After making several short 
films with successful turnout at festivals (such as Bruxelles Minuit, 1998) and 
a couple of TV movies, Dorothée completed her first feature Meisje (Girl). 
Depicting an intimate portrait of a young girl. This film was released in 2002, 
and won the Prix de la Jeunesse and the Prix de CICAE/ARTE at the Locarno 
Int’l Film Festival. While focussing on her second feature, Dorothée continued 
working as a director on other shorts (Absolutely Afro 2006, Zoe 2007). My 
Queen Karo (2009), her second feature, is partly based on Dorothée’s own 
memories of the 70’s in Amsterdam. She was also selected for the résidence du 
Festival (Cinéfondation, Cannes Film Festival) and won the Prix de la Jeunesse 
IFF Creteil des femmes, Plateau award for best young actress. She’s currently 
in pre-production for her fourth feature film Aller/retour produced by Caviar, and 
in post-production for her documentary Coup de Grâce. In recent years, she 
finished the documentaries Off spring (2010), 31 stops (2014) and FC Molenbeek 
Girls (2017). Last year, her first youth film Rosie & Moussa was selected at the 
JEF festival and traveled around the world at 20 other film festivals. The film 
won Best Youth Film at the Ensors, the children’s jury prize at FIFEM Montreal 
and the Cinekid award for Best Children’s Film.  
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Children’s jury
 
ANTWERP

  Marijn Vanhulle    
2007 – Kessel-Lo

I’ve already been in a Children’s book jury and that was 
really fun. That’s why I wanted to do the same for film, 
because watching films is one of the most fun things to 
do. In the cinema or at home. The Spiderwick Chronicles 
is my favourite film because the story is original and it has 
a lot of action and humour. But I like all types of films. I am 
really happy to be in the jury and look forward to it.

  Jade Arrindell    
2007 – Hoboken

I am happy to be a part of the JEF festival’s Children’s 
jury and am looking forward to it. I’ve been visiting the 
festival since I was really small, and my mother and her 
brothers even visited the festival when they were small! 
My favourite film is Song of the Sea. I was watching this 
with my friends during a slumber party and by the end, 
we were all crying.

  Sine De Bruyne    
2007 – Brasschaat

I am very excited to be in the Children’s jury! I was 
jumping up and down when I heard, it’s so cool! I can’t 
wait until the next vacation. At home we do family movie 
night with hot chocolates and homemade popcorn which 
is really cosy. My favourite film at the moment is The 
adventures of Rabbi Jacob, because it is full of funny 
moments, adventures and it has a good story.  
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  Lwiza Vanroose
2008 – Antwerp    

I am Lwiza and I’m 10 years old, I play the violin and do 
gymnastics. It seems so much fun to judge films and that 
your opinion matters. Being in the children’s jury is an 
adventure that you can only experience once! I am really 
looking forward to watching films together with the other 
children. My favourite film is Racing Stripes, because it’s 
a fun story and the alternation between animals and live 
action actors is fun. That’s why it is my favourite film.

  Lou Leysens
2009 – Borgerhout

I am Lou and I’m 9 years old. My hobbies are circus, 
music school, play the piano and also volleyball. When 
I’m not doing my hobbies I can really enjoy watching 
films at home or going to the cinema with my family. This 
is my first time in the JEF festival children’s jury and find 
it very exciting! Now I get to decide on the best films and 
can think about what I don’t like. Choosing a favourite 
film is hard, but Paddington is one of the most funny and 
Pete’s dragon is a bit sad and fun.

  Robbert De Bruyne    
2008 – Brasschaat

I am happy to be in the JEF festival children’s jury 
and to watch and discuss films together with the other 
children. My favourite film is the Fantastic Mr. Fox! It is 
funny and exciting. The animals have to work together 
to escape the farmer. I am really looking forward to Binti, 
because it was filmed near my house. I can hardly wait 
until the next vacation for the JEF festival to start!

  Yaro Vancaillie
2007 – Brussels

I am very happy to be in the jury of the JEF festival. I 
really enjoy watching films and discussing them after-
wards with my friends. I love being moved by a film and 
being wrapped up in the exciting and moving stories. I’ve 
been to a couple of youth film festivals and always really 
liked it. My favourite film is Kubo, it has an extraordinary 
story. I am looking forward to watching all the beautiful 
films of the JEF festival.
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  Sirkenan Van Lierde  
2007 – Ghent

When I grow up, I want to become an actor or director, 
so being in the JEF festival jury is a dream come true! 
Although I was very nervous… I love films with inter-
esting characters and films that take me to another 
world, like The Abyss or Miss Peregrine’s home for 
peculiar children. I like watching films at home, alone or 
with friends, I like acting or making my own version! That 
is why I am really looking forward to the festival, so that I 
can discuss films with other children.

  Babette Lervant 
2008 – Bruges

Hello, I am Babette and I am 11 years old and am super 
happy to be in the Children’s jury. My mom proposed it 
and I thought that this was a nice idea, although I didn’t 
know a lot about it. That is why we went to the cinema, 
to watch the winning film of last year. And suddenly it 
seemed like so much fun to be a jury member, and now I 
am here! I am really looking forward to it!!

  Etta Landveld 
2007 – Bruges

Watching films is really fun and every friday is movie 
night! I am over the moon that I was selected. Mom and 
I visit the JEF festival every year and now I can watch 
all the films instead of just one. And give my opinion, 
because that is what I love to do.. Although Boss baby 
is not a JEF film, it is really funny and a real family film. 
I can’t wait to watch as many films as I possible at the 
JEF festival!
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  Anna Vandenbussche
2006 – Oostkamp

I am very happy to be in the jury. Last year I was in 
the Children’s town council in my town and there I 
had to give my opinion too. I like watching films and 
visit the festival every year with my mom and brother. 
My favourite films are Swallows & Amazons and The 
Christmas Chronicles. I can’t wait to watch all the films.

  Fons Bohyn
2009 – Assebroek

I am finally old enough to be in the Children’s jury! I’ve 
been visiting the festival for a couple of years and it is a 
great experience every time! My favourite film is Supa 
Modo a story about a very sick girl that still has fun 
thanks to the fantasy of her sister. You can do so much 
more than only watch special films. The most fun part 
is where you can ask directors your questions. I learned 
that it takes a very long time to make films. There was 
even someone who translated to the children what the 
director was saying. Fascinating and fun.

  Marie Frees
2007 – Bruges

When I visit the festival and see the Children’s jury,  
I always thought that it would be so much fun to be one 
of them. My sister was in the jury last year and says that 
it was really fun. My favourite film is Operation Arctic 
because it is adventurous and a lot happens. I love 
watching films because it makes you feel like you are 
part of them. See you during spring half term!

  Fil Bohyn
2009 – Assebroek

I am very happy to be in the Children’s jury. I have met 
fun people during the selections. Spring half term will be 
very fun, almost seems like we are going on film camp 
in Bruges. My favourite film is The Grinch, I watched it 
recently with my fun godfather. It is a funny film and it 
made me feel really good. It was even crazier than my 
own fantasy, which I love, and it makes me dream at 
night. You can understand why I don’t like watching films 
that will give me nightmares.
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JEF in hospital jury
Through the online JEF in the hospital platform, 
children with reduced mobility can watch short films 
in competition and feature films. They can then vote 
for their favourite short film which will receive the 
JEF Award.

Audience competition
In the audience competition, you decide who takes 
the award home! You can vote after each screening 
of a film in competition. Voting is possible in Antwerp 
and Bruges.

Best feature film
E A nomination for the Felix Vanginderhuysen  

distribution prize.
E A JEF award designed by Ronny & Johny.
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Student  
competition jury 
  An Feyfer
An Feyfer is responsible for talent development at the 
Flanders Audiovisual Fund. She started her career 20 
years ago as editor for the Flanders’ TV channel VTM. 
She used to teach editing and storytelling at Narafi and 
worked as a freelance editor and director. Last year she 
started working at the Flanders Audiovisual Fund were 
she guides young talents in the film sector.

Student 
competition

The award in the student competition will be awarded by 
a jury of professionals in the audiovisual circuit.

Best short film of film students
E Personal advice for future work by the jury. 
E A cash prize of €500 (offered by TENTOO) for  

a next project.
E A full post-production package (offered by  

Option media) for the director’s next short film.
E A production prize, worth €5000, on production 

services for the director’s next feature film,  
short film or documentary (offered by Camalot).

E A JEF award designed by Ronny & Johny.
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  Anouk Fortunier
Anouk Fourtunier graduated the RITCS as a bachelor in 
Documentary, with her short film Drôle d’Oiseau, a day 
in the life of a girl and her manic depressive father. 
With this film, she won the audience award at Film 
Festival Ghent, the VAF Wildcard for best fiction short 
film and the best Debut at the International short film 
festival in Leuven. She worked as production assistant 
for Jacob Van Dormael’s Tout Nouveau Testament and 
as children’s coach for awarded films Cargo and Zagros 
by Gilles Coulier and Sahim Omar Kalifa. 
 In August 2019 she starts shooting her first feature 
film My father is a sausage, a family film about a dad 
in his midlife crisis, taking his whole family on an 
absurd journey.

  Laura Vandewynckel
Laura Vandewynckel graduated in 2018 from the 
University of Ghent as a Master in Linguistics and 
Literature after which she studied Dramatic and Audio-
visual arts at RITCS in Brussels. In 2013 she made her 
first stop motion puppet film What’s on and graduated 
with The Paradise. This is a light, but critical reflection 
on ethical tourism. The film won the Wildcard Anima-
tion at the International Short Film Festival Leuven and 
was selected for the Cinéfondation Cannes and for the 
Toronto International Film Festival. Her first professional 
film, Pharmakos, a hybrid documentary on scapegoat 
mechanisms, was supported by the Cinéfondation and 
the Greek Film Centre. In 2017 she was artist in resi-
dence at the Sacatar Foundation in Brazil, where she 
developed, with the support of the Flanders Audiovisual 
Fund, Pharmakoi, a feature documentary. She is now 
working on her Wildcard film Le Crépuscule in co-opera-
tion with Walking the Dog. 
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JEF makers jury
  Remy M Ndow
Remy M Ndow is a Art Director and Animation director 
based in Antwerp. From a young age he has been 
fascinated by everything that’s creative, such as music, 
video clips, graphic design, film and so on. The experi-
ence he gained in these fields is his foundation for his 
professional career. Here, he uses a variety of styles to 
develop strong visual stories.  
 With his focus on animation he consistently seeks out 
the fairy tale behind each assignment and brings this 
alive. This results in commercials, video clips, explainer 
videos, films and so on. Among his clientele are Open-
luchttheater, Scarlet, Bart Peeters, Stad Gent, Sony 
Music Belgium, etc. At the moment Remy is transforming 
his one-man business into a creditable media agency. 

JEF makers 
competition

The awards in the JEF makers competition are 
awarded by a specially composed jury of film-makers 
and by the audience. The awards are handed out during 
the JEF makers day.

Best JEF makers films
E A JEF award designed by Ronny & Johny for the 

best three films.
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  Kato De Boeck
Kato De Boeck is a Belgian scriptwriter and film director 
who graduated in 2018 at the Royal Institute for Theatre, 
Cinema and Sound. Born in 1994, she grew up in a 
small town near Brussels, where she found her passion 
during drama classes: storytelling. Fascinated by human 
relations and cinéma-vérité, she finished her master 
program in film directing with her autobiographical 
graduation film Provence. 

  Gregg Young
Gregg Young is researcher at VRT Innovation and 
creative producer at VRT Sandbox focussing on X 
Reality. Digital pioneer in audiovisual movie and televi-
sion production with a focus on immersive storytelling. 
Lifelong learner and entrepreneur with a DIY attitude. He 
studied filmmaking in Ghent, Brussels and the Beijing 
Film Academy.
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Godmothers
 

  Soe Nsuki 1988 
is an energetic little filly: B-girl, hip-hop DJ, comedian 
and journalist at Charlie magazine. She toured as 
support act for Thomas Smith and Philippe Geubels, 
and got praise for her duo show with her best friend 
Jens Dendoncker. In short, a jack of all trades driven by 
a positive attitude. Besides the stage, she can also be 
seen on television (e.g. in De Slimste Mens and Weg 
Zijn Wij) and starting in Spring 2019 she will have her 
own programme on Flemish national television: Happy 
Birthday to Soe. Given her love for culture and visual 
arts, she is a perfect godmother for JEF festival.

  Tatyana Beloy 1985 
is the daughter of a Belgian mother and a Congolese 
father. She studied drama at the Antwerp art school. 
After a summer course at the East 15 Acting School in 
London, Tatyana got the taste for acting and decided to 
stay in the big city for a three-year course of ‘Contem-
porary Theater’, in her last academic year combining 
her training with a role as Karima in the Ketnet soap 
Spring. She toured Flanders and the Netherlands with 
the musical Jungle book and made guest appearances 
in series Witse, De Rodenburghs, Sara, FC De Kampi-
oenen, Louis Louis, and Familie. She did voice-acting 
for Wreck it Ralph and Inside out and contributed to TV 
programmes such as Vlaanderen vakantieland, Volt, 
Café Corsari,… This year she hosted the Ketnet Musical, 
starred in feature film De collega’s and the second 
season of Gent West. Tatyana Beloy also plays in the 
new Flemish Youth film Binti. Currently she is trying hard 
to set up Supastar 2019, the best musical internship 
in Flanders.
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Binti
Frederike Migom: director BE

Mo Bakker: actor BE

Aboubakr Bensaihi: actor BE

Captain Morten and the spider queen
Jan Goossen: visual effects artist BE

CHEERS!
Angela Alsouliman: director BE

Dear son 
Aagje Van Damme: director BE

Fight girl
Aiko Beemsterboer: actress NL

Hilde De Baerdemaeker: actress BE

Johan Timmers: actor NL

Ghent, the 25th of May 2018
Dayo Clinckspoor: director BE

Happy together 
Marie De Hert: producer BE

Ellen Pollard: producer BE

Mohanad Mukhtar: actor BE

Chris: actress BE

Gusta: actress BE

Maurits: actor BE

I see what you don’t see
Gert-Jan Verdeyen: director BE

Monky
Maria Blom: director SE

Frida Hallgren: actress SE

My label 
Janne Janssens: director BE

Pantin
Thimothée Crabbée: director BE

Provence
Kato De Boeck: director BE

Los Bando
Tiril Marie Høistad Berger: actress NO

Arild Tryggestad: scriptwriter NO

Shenanigans
Jeff Theys: director BE

The big bad fox and other tales 
Dries Van Cauwenbergh BE

The invisibles 
Claus Räfle: director DE

The man who looked  
beyond the horizon
Martijn Blekendaal: director NL

The smallest ciné-concert
Laurent Bernard: musician FR 
Laurent Rigaud: musician FR

The sun is a quirky god 
Mathijs Dekyvere: director BE

Tuur De Baere: actor BE

The witch hunters
Marko Manojlovic: scriptwriter RS

What happened in the tent
Majd Khalifeh: director BE

Roel Nollet: director BE

Wild Amsterdam
Mark Verkerk: director NL

Zara and the magical kicks
Liz Heijnemans: actress NL

Amine Amajaoud: actor NL

Abdulsammad El Mourabet: actor NL

Yannick Jozefoon: actor NL

Julia Schellekens: producer NL

Mirjam Marks: producer NL

Guests
During the festival we welcome several  
guests to introduce the films and/or be part  
of the Q&A session after the screening.
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Films 1,5+

The smallest ciné-concert 1,5+

A series of animated short films of Studio Phosphore from France,  
no dialogue, 30 min,

For this unique screening we invite Le Philharmonique 
de la Roquette all the way from France. They will be 
playing a live soundtrack that they composed especially 
for this film selection. A collection of poetic, humouristic 
and moving animation films from the Studio Phosphore. 
A fun and exciting first acquaintance with films for the 
smallest children! 

La Mare aux têtards
Guillaume Delaunay from France, no dialogue, 2 min, 2011

Gokurosama 
MOPA from France, no dialogue, 7 min, 2016

Kevin Gom
Victor Haegelin from France, no dialogue, 2 min, 2013

Groove On
Olivier Durand from France, no dialogue, 4 min, 2017

Le Voyage de Pioupiou
Olivier Durand from France, no dialogue, 3 min, 2017

Danse
Olivier Durand from France, no dialogue, 3 min

Le trou
Jérôme Letué from France, no dialogue, 1 min, 2013

La Ville
Olivier Durand from France, no dialogue, 3 min

La Ferme
Olivier Durand from France, no dialogue, 4 min
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Films 3+ 
Casper & Emma put on a play

Casper & Emma maken theater
Karsten og Petra lager teater 3+

A film by Arne Lindtner Næss from Norway, Dutch spoken,  
83 min, 2018

Casper and Emma are two children who are committed 
to raise money for an orphanage. But will they meet their 
aim? Each year Casper & Emma’s kindergarten raises 
money. In class they talk about an orphanage in India 
that does not have electricity. When Casper and Emma 
go to the theatre, they are determined: together with 
their class they will raise money by organising a play.  
A play about candles that light up in the dark.

Contact: JEF

Rita and Crocodile 2
Rita en Krokodil 2
Rita og Krokodille  3+

A series of animated short films by Siri Melchior from Denmark,  
Dutch spoken, 45 min, 2017

 PREMIERE 

Every day, there’s an adventure to be found in Rita’s 
world. She can always count on the help of her friend 
Crocodile, even though he’s often hungry. There’s 
always an adventure to be found in Rita’s colourful 
world, accompanied by the big friendly Crocodile.
Rita is a small and very determined girl who has a very 
hungry friend. He lives in the bathtub, but most prob-
ably, Crocodile only exists in Rita’s imagination. It might 
be that Rita and Crocodile don’t actually go beyond 
granny’s garden or beneath the rug in her room. Regard-
less, Rita’s imagination takes them anywhere they set 
their hearts on. They go to the movies, the beach, the 
swimming pool, and a birthday party. They even end  
up in space! There’s always something to do when 
Crocodile’s around.
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Episodes:
At the cinema
Siri Melchior, 5 min, 2016

On the beach
Siri Melchior, 5 min, 2016

Night
Siri Melchior, 5 min, 2016

Boris’ birthday
Siri Melchior, 5 min, 2016

In the park
Siri Melchior, 5 min, 2016

Swimming
Siri Melchior, 5 min, 2016

Friends
Siri Melchior, 5 min, 2016

Vegetable garden
Siri Melchior, 5 min, 2016

Spring
Siri Melchior, 5 min, 2016

Contact: JEF

Let’s dance! 3+

A series of animated films from different countries, no dialogue,  
45 min, 2009-2018

This compilation of short films is all about the impressive 
moves of the main character. A wolf secretly practicing 
his favourite dance moves in the dark. Little snails doing 
an impressive choreography on top of an aeroplane. 
Snakes dancing until they get dizzy! Go get those 
dancing shoes from your closet and dance your way 
through this series of swinging short films.

Snake 
Slang
Julia Ocker from Germany, no dialogue, 4 min, 2017

These trained yogis can get very flexible doing various 
positions without any problems. Or can’t they? We hope 
nothing goes wrong.

Contact: Studio Film Bilder
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Koyaa dancing socks
Koyaa dansende sokken
Kolja Saksida from Slovenia, no dialogue, 3 min, 2017

When Koyaa wakes up, he wants to put on a fresh pair 
of socks. But what does he see when he opens his 
closet? The socks move! We are curious to know how 
he will manage to get those wriggling socks on his feet!

Contact: Zvviks

Whistleless
Fluiteloos
Siri Melchior from Denmark, no dialogue, 5 min, 2009

In a lively and colourful city everyone can whistle, 
except one little bird. But then the little bird finally 
discovers he has a lot to offer, a lot more than he had 
ever imagined.

Contact: Dalton distribution

Wolf 
Julia Ocker from Germany, no dialogue, 4 min, 2015

Wolf wanders through the forest, trying to find a spot 
where he can practice his secret hobby in all peace. 
Suddenly an unwanted watcher appears from the 
bushes.

Contact: Studio Film Bilder

One, two, tree
Yulia Aronova from France, no dialogue, 7 min, 2015

Meet this perfectly ordinary tree. One day he decides to 
put on a pair of boots and sets off. He invites everyone 
to follow him. While singing and dancing, they leave 
their everyday life behind.

Contact: Dalton distribution

Tides
Getijden
Fleur Sophie de Boer from The Netherlands, no dialogue, 3 min, 2018

 PREMIERE 

All his life, Hessel catches lugworms for a living. His 
daily round goes as follows: first, he gets his tool box 
ready and then he puts on the radio. Today, however, 
nothing seems to go as planned. Even his favourite 
radio station is being weird and suddenly changes 
stations! The seagulls seem to very much like the new 
music.

Contact: Fleur Sophie de Boer

Let’s dance
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Peacock
Pauw
Julia Ocker from Germany, no dialogue, 3 min, 2017

Peacock has to perform again, but this time his feathers 
want to get the recognition they deserve!

Contact: Studio Film Bilder

Kuap
Nils Hedinger from Switzerland, no dialogue,8 min, 2018

It’s not always fun being the slow one of the group, 
especially when growing up. This is how tadpole Kuap 
feels. He misses his chance to become a frog and gets 
left behind by the other tadpoles. However, there still 
is so much to discover in the pond and spring surely 
will return!

Contact: Short Film Sales

Ma mama
Katy Wong from United kingdom, no dialogue, 4 min, 2017

During a jungle expedition, two figures discover many 
unusual animals!

Contact: Partizan

Between the lines 
Tussen de lijntjes
Maria Koneva from Russia, no dialogue, 5 min, 2017

A zebra dances her way through finding her soulmate. 
As she is starting to get desperate, she suddenly finds 
a congener! Will the abstract dance make them fall 
in love? 

Contact: Maria Koneva

Animals galore 3+

Allemaal beestjes 
A series of animated short films from different countries, no 
dialogue, 43 min, 2017-2018

A worm who would like to fly, a mouse who is afraid of 
a tree, a bird who’s having trouble fitting in, and many 
more short films with animals in the lead!
 A worm who would like to fly, a mouse who is afraid 
of a rustling tree, a bird who has trouble fitting in, and 
more animal stories. This collection of short films shows 
how different animals deal with small problems they 
encounter. Or big problems in Penguin’s case! Curious 
whether it all turns out alright?
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Nutz!
Denis Alenti from Croatia, live dub, 3 min, 2018

 PREMIERE 

Sally is a sweet squirrel who has a repair shop with 
her little sister Acorn and her two twin brothers Pea 
and Koko. Together they try their hardest to fix every 
problem their friends have.

Contact: Recircle

Penguin
Pinguïn
Julia Ocker from Germany, no dialogue, 4 min, 2018

It’s the waiter penguin’s job to keep all of the guests 
happy at the VIP party on Antarctica. After all, VIP 
stands for ‘Very Important Penguin’. But a stubborn 
cherry sabotages the party.

Contact: Studio Film Bilder

Hungry bear: blueberry hunt 
Hongerige beren: bosbessenjacht
Alexandra Hermerova and Alexandra Majova from Czech 
Republic, live dub, 7 min, 2017

 PREMIERE 

I saw two bears, eating blueberry pie. If they can find 
enough blueberries in the forest, at least. Suddenly, the 
two hungry bears get the hiccups, which doesn’t make 
the search any easier.

Contact: Bionaut

The amazing little worm 
De fantastische kleine worm
Anna Gentilini from United kingdom, Austria, no dialogue, 3 min, 2017

 PREMIERE 

Wouldn’t you like to be someone else every once in a 
while? It’s this little worm’s greatest wish! But his trans-
formation into a butterfly doesn’t go as planned!

Contact: Agent Poppy

Coucouleurs
Oana Lacroix from Switzerland, no dialogue, 6 min, 2018

All birds of the same colour sing together in this colourful 
country. They even do it in a place that has the same 
colour as them. A two-toned little bird, red and yellow, 
doesn’t feel completely at home anywhere. He searches 
for a place where he can feel good, but the other birds 
don’t like that! Just wait until autumn comes…

Contact: JApictures

N
utz!
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Gruff voiced tree
De norse boom
From France, Belgium, live dub, 6 min, 2018

A little mouse tries to make herself at home in the trunk 
of an old tree. When the tree addresses her in a gruff, 
angry voice, Mouse runs away. She meets a whole 
bunch of other animals during her escape. One after the 
other, they can’t manage to settle themselves in the tree 
either. Only the tortoise won’t be pushed around.

Contact: L’Agence du Court Métrage 

Little grey Wolfy 
Klein grijs Wolfje
Natalia Malykhina from Norway, no dialogue, 6 min, 2017

 PREMIERE 

The ice on the river floats away when spring arrives. 
Wolfy and Hare suddenly find themselves trapped 
on one of the ice rifts.. in the middle of the river. And 
it keeps speeding up! Maybe their imagination can 
help them.

Contact: Natalia Malykhina

Spring bear song 
Lentebeer liedje
Csaba Gellár from Hungary, no dialogue, 2 min, 2017

 PREMIERE 

A sleepy bear wakes up from hibernation. The other 
animals are awake again as well. Everything is green 
again, with flowers everywhere and birds singing. Bear 
only has eyes for that big, beautiful beehive filled with 
juicy honey.

Contact: MOME anim

Hedgehog’s home
Het huis van Egel
Eva Cvijanovic from Croatia, Canada, live dub, 10 min, 2017

A hedgehog lives in a beautiful cottage in the forest. He 
needs to protect it from a cunning fox, a gluttonous bear, 
a wolf, and a boar.

Contact: Bonobostudio
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Shhh 3+

Ssst  
A series of silent films from different countries, no dialogue,  
40 min, 1896-1930

In this series of silent films, you will discover how cinema 
used to look like with live musical accompaniment. A 
compilation with live music, composed in cooperation 
with Cinea and Cinematek.
It’s hard trying to imagine a film without music or voices! 
Yet, contemporary films are greatly influenced by these 
silent films with often astonishing plots and images 
about dancers and space travel.

Contact: Cinea / Cinematek

Un drame chez les fantoches 
Een drama bij de popjes
Emile Cohl from France, no dialogue, 5 min, 1908

Four dolls, drawn in chalk, experience a very odd 
adventure filled with mystery. The city is being attacked, 
a thief is harassing everyone and is disrupting the quiet 
city life. Will the police officers catch him? Maybe when 
they find the magical wand…

April maze 
Aprils zootje
Otto Messmer from the United States, no dialoque, 7 min 1930

Felix brings his nephews Inky and Winky to the park 
for a picnic. When they close their eyes for a second, a 
snake has stolen all their food! Ofcourse Felix cannot 
let this happen. Even the rain is sabotaging their picnic 
plans. When they finally can sit down in peace, a stork 
brings Felix a little present.

The Clown’s little brother 
De Clown’s kleine broer
Daven and Max Fleischer from the United States, no dialogue,  
7 min, 1920

Koko, the Clown’s little brother, comes to visit Max, but 
he wreaks havoc in Max’s studio.

A
pril m

aze
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How a mosquito operates 
Het verhaal van een mug
Winsor McCay from the United States, no dialogue, 7 min, 1912

A man walks into his room and tries to sleep. Suddenly, 
a mosquito with a top hat and briefcase flies into the 
room. The mosquito stings the man all night long. Can a 
mosquito even drink that much?

Koko packs up 
Koko pakt in
Daven and Max Fleischer from the United States, no dialogue,  
6 min, 1925

Koko lives in Max’s inkwell. He wants to pack up every-
thing: his bed, the coals for the fire, the birdcage,…  
But then he accidentally turns on the vacuum!

Les aventures du baron de Crac 
De avonturen van Baron Crac
Emile Cohl from France, no dialogue, 2 min, 1910

Baron Crac is marooned on a desert island and chased 
by a strange bird. An early cutout animation.

Small tales 3+

Kleine verhaaltjes
Opowiastki  

A series of animated films by different directors from Poland,  
no dialogue or live dubbed, 41 min, 2017

A compilation of Polish short films selected by Cinema in 
Sneakers, a Polish youth film festival. The programmer, 
Aneta Ozorek, is also a member of the professional jury. 
Teddy and Daddy have a secret mission, the dog Reksio 
tries to reconcile two fighting chickens and the inhabitants 
of the forest experience amazing adventures. 

Contact: Aneta Ozorek 

Hug me. Operation weekend
Knuffel me. Weekend operatie.
Mateusz Jarmulski from Poland, live dubbed, 6 min, 2016 

Teddy and Daddy set on a secret mission. Hidden in the 
bushes they get ready to enter the house of humans and 
start a top-secret operation weekend. Inside the house, 
they find a couple of very mysterious objects whose 
purpose they will have to discover for themselves. By 
the end of the day, the mission is completed but the 
house collapses. What will they do?

Contact: Animoon
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Hitchhickers 
Lifters
Autostopowicze 
Rafal Blecharz and Katarzyna Klas from Poland, live dubbed,  
3 min, 2017

Two traveling kids try to reach their grandpa’s house 
with the help of various kind strangers. They take their 
mini plant everywhere with them. They travel through 
different landscapes day and night. They even have an 
encounter with a goat (because goats are cool).

Florka’s diary  
Florka’s dagboek
Pamietnik Florki 
Roksana Jędrzejewska-Wróbel from Poland, live dubbed,  
11 min, 2015

A small shrew named Florentyna closely follows reality. 
Florka is not fully convinced by the adults’ explanations, 
so she checks everything herself. She is astounded by 
the simplest of things and tries to learn to understand 
and name them at the same time.

Don’t tease the lion
Plaag de leeuw niet
Nie draznic Lwa
Tadeusz Wilkosz from Poland, no dialogue, 10 min, 1960

The story of a lion who, thanks to his appetite, reaches 
the top!

Toru superfox
Toru super vos
Piotr Szczepanowicz from Poland, live dubbed, 6 min, 2016

Small fox Toru lives together with his parents in a burrow 
between the roots of a big tree. One day, Toru finds a 
box with some family memories, hidden in the ground 
years ago by his Mum. Among the family pictures and 
some small objects, Toru finds a Super-hero band; a 
memory after his Grandma who years ago was the 
Guardian of the Forest, saving forest animals from trou-
bles. Whenever Toru puts on the band he will sense that 
there is someone he can help out. Toru superfox is a 
charming, a humorous series about a small fox and his 
incredible, little adventures.

Contact: Animoon

H
itchhickers
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Rex the matchmaker
Reksio de verzoener
Reksio
Lechoslaw Marszalek from Poland,  
no dialogue, 10 min, 1975

Rex manages to reconcile two, aggressive, warring 
cocks by finding them each a pleasant chicken.

Small tales
kleine verhaaltjes
Opwiastki 
Andrzej Piotr Morawski from Poland, 5 min, 2018

The inhabitants of forests and fields are having great 
fun exploring their own world. They experience amazing 
adventures and have to often face unexpected situ-
ations but at the same time they all gather great life 
knowledge and draw new conclusions about the world 
that surrounds them.

Contact: Egofilm

The adventures of No-No 3+

De avonturen van No-no
La grande aventure de Non-Non 
An animated film by Matthieu Auvray from France, Dutch spoken, 
41 min, 2017

 PREMIERE 

No-No is not an ordinary name. Certainly not for a 
platypus who says ‘yes’ to everything, especially when 
his friends ask him to go on an adventure. As the ‘carrot 
man’ No-No advertises carrot ice cream and thanks to 
him, an unsuccessful moon traveler manages to smile 
again. Even when a rainstorm threatens to flood the 
village, No-No and his crazy friend club start a new 
adventure. 

Contact: JEF

The adventures of No-No
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Ernest & Célestine: winterfun 4+

Ernest & Célestine: winterpret  
An animated film by Julien Chheng and Jean-Christophe  
Roger from France, Luxembourg and Belgium, Dutch spoken,  
48 min, 2017

 PREMIERE 

The unusual duo Ernest & Célestine experience silly 
adventures again. 
 Ernest is a chubby teddy who enjoys playing music 
and loves jam. He now shares his home with the little 
orphan mouse Célestine. The two friends will never 
get bored! When the first snowflake falls, they’ll have 
to prepare for Ernest’s hibernation: they need to care 
for their wild goose Bibi, who’ll fly away due to the cold 
weather, and they’re going to the mouse ball to cele-
brate the first day of winter there. Above all they mustn’t 
forget to bake three big pies so Ernest can fall asleep 
with a full stomach!

Contact: JEF

Gordon & Paddy 4+

Gordon & Paddy 
An animated film by Linda Hambäck from Sweden, Dutch spoken, 
65 min, 2018

Gordon & Paddy form an unbeatable team together: the 
experienced old man and the young spark plug. Cozy 
animated movie with a very young audience in mind. 
With the looks of an adorable picture book and the plot 
of a thrilling detective. 
 For years, Commissioner Gordon has kept the peace 
in the forest. Now he dreams of his retirement. He has 
found the perfect successor in the sharp mouse Paddy. 
Paddy will have to work hard straight away with her first 
case: who has stolen the squirrel’s nuts? Where has the 
missing egg gone? And is the fox really a supervillain?

Contact: JEF
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Sunshine Barry &  
the disco worms 5+

Sunshine barry & de discowormen 
Disco ormene 
An animated film by Thomas Borch Nielsen from Denmark,  
Dutch spoken, 76 min, 2008

A worm named Barry wants to start his own disco band 
and make everything a fun and phenomenal disco party. 
No one can resist the boogie!
 It’s not easy being Barry. A worm doesn’t get much 
respect these days. Barry finds himself at the bottom of 
the food chain and has a boring job at the composting 
facility. Everything changes when Barry finds his father’s 
old disco record. He immediately falls under the spell 
of the boogie. He wants to become a superstar and 
starts his own disco band: Sunshine Barry and the disco 
worms. Barry doesn’t have any musicians, singers or 
arms, even, but, as he claims, “Nobody is perfect!” He 
enters a music competition together with his best friend 
Tito and glamour girl Gloria. Can you resist the boogie?

Contact: Independent Films

Cattle hill 5+

Klara en de gekke koeien
KuToppen 
An animated film by Lise I. Osvoll from Norway, Dutch spoken,  
65 min, 2018

PREMIERE 

Klara is a young cow, who lives in the city with her mum 
and dreams of becoming a music star. One day, when 
she receives a letter from her father, whom she has not 
seen for many years, she travels to the countryside to 
meet him. In the meantime crazy things keep happening 
on her father’s farm. And what about this greedy busi-
nessman? Will Klara be able to solve the mysteries? 

Contact: JEF
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The big bad fox and other tales  5+

De grote boze vos en andere verhalen
Le grand méchant renard et autres 
contes 
An animated film by Benjamin Renner en Patrick Imbert from 
Belgium and France, Dutch spoken, 83 min, 2017

The big bad fox is a story from the creators of Ernest & 
Celestine. The film got awarded this year the Cesar for 
Best Animated Picture. In the Flemish version, you will 
recognize the voices of Jan Schepens, Ruth Beeckmans 
and Gène Bervoets. 
 The animals at the farm have to deal with great 
challenges. With a white stork suffering from wings 
paralysis, a duck and a rabbit have to deliver a baby 
themselves. The sly fox wants an egg, but does that 
mean he will have to raise the chick? And who will bring 
the animals a gift for Christmas? 

Contact: JEF

The highway rat 5+

De wegpiraat en andere deugnieten 
An animated film by Jeroen Jaspaert and others from the United 
Kingdom, Dutch spoken, 50 min, 2018

The highway rat is an adaptation of a picture book by 
Julia Donaldson, the writer of The Gruffalo and Stick 
man. Four other short films with rascals as main charac-
ters will be screened.
 With his horse and sword, the highway rat kidnaps 
all animals that cross his path. This rat is truly the 
meanest and baddest bandit you can meet on the road. 
He will steal anything: the squirrels’ nuts, the cat’s milk, 
even his own horse’s hay! But, this won’t go on forever 
anymore! A smart duck crosses his path, and will teach 
the Highway rat a lesson. 
The film is complemented by 4 other short films with a 
rascal in the main role: One, two, tree!, The sheepdog, 
The little bird and the Caterpillar and Water path for 
a fish.

Contact: Dalton Distribution

T
he big bad fox
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Films 6+ 
Monky  6+

Monky  
A film by Maria Blom from Sweden, Dutch spoken, 86 min, 2017

 AVANT-PREMIERE 

A heartwarming travel story about loss, identity and 
family. One day, eleven year old Frank discovers a real 
monkey in the garden. He names his new friend Monky. 
The monkey’s arrival is the beginning of a time filled with 
excitement, but also melancholy and sadness for Frank 
and his family. After all, it doesn’t take long until Frank 
realises that it’s no coincidence that Monky showed 
up in their garden. The search for answers drags them 
along on a touching adventure from Sweden to the 
deepest jungles of Thailand. 

Contact: JEF

Wild Amsterdam 6+

De wilde stad  
A documentary by Mark Verkerk from The Netherlands, Dutch 
spoken, 85 min, 2017

 COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

A particular look to this city whereby many things go 
unnoticed might still lead you to believe that this city 
life can be associated with the jungle life. If you look 
closely, you’ll see that nature is much closer than you 
think. This is also the case for Amsterdam, where city 
dweller Abatutu The cat makes you notice everything 
you usually don’t see. Do you also see that hungry rat in 
a pizza box? Or the herons at the market who patiently 
wait for their diner? This film, from the makers of the 
nature film De nieuwe wildernis (The new wilderness), 
will change the way you looked at the city.

Contact: Paradiso

Monky
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Planet Z: surprise egg 6+

An animated short film by Maria Björklund from it Finland,  
no dialogue, 7 min, 2017

 COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

The two-mouthed tigerish creature Tora is hungry. Very 
hungry. She is delighted when she finds a pile of eggs. 
But then one hatches in her mouth. And so Pinki is born! 
Pinki naturally thinks Tora is her mother, which Tora 
finds extremely annoying. 

Contact: Pyjama

Super Miss 6+

Superjuffie 
A film by Martijn Smits from The Netherlands, Dutch spoken,  
84 min, 2018

 PREMIERE 

Miss Josje is not who she seems to be. When suddenly 
danger is lurking, her class comes to the rescue. 
 She seems like an ordinary teacher, but when there 
is an animal in need she changes from Miss Josje into 
Super Miss. Her secret? A bite from her chalk gives her 
superpowers! But when suddenly a whole zoo needs 
saving, it is unsure if Super Miss is super enough. 

Contact: JEF

Super furball 6+

Super furball  
Supermarsu  
A film by Joona Tena from Finland, live dubbing, 85 min, 2018

 PREMIERE 

Super furball is a story of courage, friendship, being 
different, environmental problems and life as a super, 
ordinary hamster. 
 Emilia’s ordinary life is turned upside down when her 
hamster bites her finger. Suddenly, Emilia is a Flying 
Hamster! With her superpowers, she goes to rescue the 
helpless herring in the poisoned Baltic Sea. 

Contact: EastWest Distribution
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Zara and the magical kicks 6+

Zara en de magische kicksen 
A series by David Eilander, Barbara Bredero, Hesdy Lonwijk,  
Ties Schenk, Sam Yazdanpanna and Mirjam Marks from The 
Netherlands, Dutch spoken, 72 min, 2018

 PREMIERE 

This six-part series was shot this summer in six different 
asylum centres. Next to more famous actors, the chil-
dren from the centres helped create the series, both as 
actors and behind the scenes. 
 Although Zara would love to play football, her jealous 
brothers actually are the star players. When Zara gets 
help from Angel, she suddenly plays like a pro. But her 
success also attracts shady people. 

Contact: Pristine film

Revolting Rhymes 6+

Gruwelijke rijmen 
An animated film by Jakob Schuh, Jan Lachauer and Bin-Han To 
from United Kingdom, Dutch spoken, 65 min, 2016

The screening of Roald Dahl’s book ‘Revolting Rhymes’ 
brings many different fairy tale characters together in  
an ingenious story for all ages. It’s just as hilarious as 
it is poetic, filled with naughty twists and surprising 
denouements.
 Snow White and Little Red Riding Hood become best 
friends. What do wolves like better: piglets, grand-
mothers or little children? Jacob is in love with Cindy, 
the girl next door, but she has a crush on the prince. 
And where did the gigantic beanstalk in Jack’s garden 
suddenly come from? Under the all-seeing eye of the 
bad wolf the fairy tale characters are constantly in each 
other’s way.

Contact: JEF
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Rosie & Moussa 7+

A film by Dorothée van den Berghe from Belgium, Dutch spoken, 
87 min, 2018

Rosie moves with her mother to a flat at the other side of 
Brussels. Over there Rosie gets to know Moussa.
 Rosie moves with her mother to a flat at the other 
side of Brussels. There she gets to know a lot of people: 
the crazy mister Twig, the eccentric miss Hemelrijk, 
and especially Moussa, who lives upstairs from her. He 
shows Rosie around the neighbourhood. He even takes 
her to the roof of the building. And together they look for 
Rosie’s dad, who didn’t come home for a while…

Contact: JEF

Annie  7+

A film classic by John Huston from from the United States,  
Dutch subtitles, 123 min, 1982

A classic in the musical genre about the orphan girl 
Annie who gets to live with a famous billionaire for a 
while. Before the screening, you will get to learn the 
dance moves so you can dance along during the film. 
 Annie dreams about exploring the world outside of the 
orphanage. One day, she gets picked to spend the week 
with the famous billionaire ‘Daddy’ Warbucks. Annie 
stays bit longer than that. The only person standing 
in the way of her happiness is Miss Hannigan, the 
director of the orphanage. A popular musical with a lot 
of dancing and singing which will have you humming the 
tunes for hours afterwards.

The falcons 8+

Víti í Vestmannaeyjum 
A film by Bragi Thor Hinriksson from Iceland, Dutch subtitles,  
97 min, 2018

 COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

An exciting and emotional adventure about a friendship 
for life, based on the series of books ‘The Great Football 
Adventures’. 
 The ten year-old Jón participates in a large football 
tournament for children. When not on the field, he 
discovers that the bully from the opposing team is being 
abused by his father. Jón needs to make some choices 
and gets to know himself in the process. 

Contact: Icelandic film centre / Level K
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The witch hunters  8+

Zlogonje   
A film by Rasko Miljkovic from Serbia, Dutch subtitles,  
86 min, 2018

 COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

Jovan and Milica go on an adventure to save Milica’s 
father from a real witch. During this search, Jovan needs 
to learn how to accept himself the way he is. 
 Since Jovan, a ten year-old, has had a cerebral palsy, 
his whole life has changed. Only in his imagination can 
he escape: there he is free, he has superpowers and 
can even become invisible to others. That is, until his life 
is interrupted by the coming of a new classmate, Milica. 
Slowly but surely, she finds the cracks in the wall that 
Jovan has built around himself. Together, they go on an 
adventure to free Milica’s father from her stepmother, 
who, according to Milica, is a real witch. 

Contact: Pluto film

Binti 8+

A film by Frederike Migom from Belgium, Dutch spoken,  
90 min, 2019

 COMPETITION    AVANT-PREMIERE 

Children can change the world through vlogging. Like 
Binti, who claims her right to dream, just like all her 
peers. 
 The 12 year-old Binti dreams of a career as a vlogger. 
That is, until she and her father Jovial all of a sudden 
need to flee from the police, who want to expel them 
from the country. Seeking refuge in an abandoned tree-
house she meets Elias, en the two become friends. Binti 
promises him to help his Save the Okapi Club through 
vlogging. Instantly, Binti comes up with a ‘genius’ plan: 
her dad has to marry Elias’ mom. 

Contact: JEF
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Pachamama 8+

An animated film by Juan Antin from France and Argentina,  
Dutch subtitles, 70 min, 2018

 COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

A beautifully animated film about Peru during the 16th 
century. Tepulpaï and Naïra won’t let their village be 
tyrannized by the Great Inca.  
 The ten-years-old Tepulpaï lives in Peru and dreams 
about becoming a Shaman. But the current Shaman 
finds Tepulpaï too childish. Besides, the village has 
other concerns: the Great Inca is furious that the village 
offered their harvest to the gods instead of to him. He 
decides to take away their most precious possession, 
the Huaca statue, as punishment. Tepulpaï can’t let this 
happen! He follows the Great Inca to retrieve the statue. 
Luckily for him, he doesn’t go on this quest alone: his 
friend Naïra and her llama decides to join him, whether 
he likes it or not. 

Contact: Folivari

Catastrophe 8+

An animated short film by Jamilla Van Wijngaarden from the 
Netherlands, no dialogue, 2 min, 2017

 COMPETITION  

When a little bird suddenly drops dead in its cage, all 
eyes are on the cat. Desperately he tries to make every-
thing right again, but actually makes everything worse in 
the progress.

Contact: Some shorts

The robot & the whale 8+

Robot & valen 
An animated short film by Jonas Forsman from Sweden,  
no dialogue, 7 min, 2018

 COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

The little robot Lobo and his best friend Banjo try to 
help everyone in need. One day, they find a whale that 
has been washed ashore on the beach. But robots and 
water… those two do not go well together. Even one 
drop can cause Lobo to short circuit. Will Lobo over-
come his fear of water? 

Contact: Swedish Film Institute 
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Bei mir Bist du Schön 8+

An animated short film by Bouwine Pool from the Netherlands, no 
dialogue, 12 min, 2017

 COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

Granny looks forward to being visited by her grand-
daughter, who was so sweet as a baby. Granny still lives 
in the past a little. She likes to listen to music on her 
old radio more than anything. When her granddaughter 
arrives, it turns out she’s changed quite a lot! She 
prefers to play with her gameboy, and wants to go home. 
Can their bond be repaired?

Contact: Klik Amsterdam

Fruits of clouds 8+

An animated short film by Katerina Karhankova from the Czech 
Republic, no dialogue, 10 min, 2017

 COMPETITION  

Furry lives in a dark forest, together with his clan of 
cute furry creatures. Their only food are orange seeds 
that change into big, glowing fruits when they touch the 
ground. Furry’s friends are afraid of going into the dark 
forest, but Furry is not scared. He is fed up with sitting 
and waiting.

Contact: Martina Netíková

Bog hole  8+

Myrhull 
A film by Torfinn Iversen from Norway, Dutch subtitled, 13 min, 2017

 COMPETITION   

Two young girls need to put their differences aside when 
they are left alone in the wilderness. 
 Jenny goes camping in the Norwegian wilderness 
with Ingrid and Ingrid’s father. They face a dangerous 
landscape full of swamps, where you have to be careful 
for quicksand. When Ingrid’s father goes to the car to 
get the tentpoles, the two girls are left behind, with only 
each other and the wilderness. Will they be able to put 
their differences aside?

Contact: Norwegian Film Institute
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Sunflower 8+

An animated short film by Liza Mennes from the Netherlands, no 
dialogue, 2 min, 2018

 COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

A walk through a field of sunflowers brings up all kinds 
of memories for a little girl. Everything will be different 
after autumn… but some things never return.

Contact: Liza Mennes

Captain Morten and  
the spider queen 8+

An animated film by Kaspar Jancis from Belgium, Ireland, Estonia 
and the United Kingdom, Dutch subtitles, 79 min, 2018

A lively stop-motion animated film, in the style of Tim 
Burton. The colourful characters and the detailed land-
scape give this film a surrealist touch. A story about a 
boy who needed to become smaller in order to grow up. 
 In a small coastal town, Morten waits hopefully for the 
return of his father, a true sailor. He now lives with his 
stepmother, a strict retired ballerina. He often plays with 
his model ship, where the crew is made up of insects. 
When a circus company arrives in town, strange things 
begin to happen. Morten shrinks to the size of an insect! 
Because he wants to be an equally tough sailor as his 
father, he takes control of his model ship. Will he ever be 
able to become big again?

Contact: Sola Media / Grid VFX
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Chuskit 8+

A film by Priya Ramasubban from India, Dutch subtitles,  
89 min, 2018

 PREMIERE 

A story from the mountaintops of the Himalaya, where 
a girl bravely fights age-old family traditions to reach 
her goal. 
 Chuskit’s dream of going to school faces a setback 
when she loses the feeling in her legs after an accident. 
Now, she needs to stay indoors, under supervision of 
her strict grandfather, Dorje. Chuskit does not lose her 
hope of going to school, but puts it aside so that she will 
not lose her family. Grandpa Dorje sees that Chuskit is 
unhappy and comes up with a plan. 

Contact: Renate Zylla

Supa modo 8+

A film by Likarion Wainaina from Germany, Dutch subtitles,  
74 min, 2018

In a Kenyan village, sickness and death must be set 
aside to get some joie de vivre. This psychological 
struggle is embodied by the amazing young actress 
Stycie Waweru.
 Jo is nine years old and loves superheroes and action 
movies. There’s nothing she’d rather do than participate 
in one of these movies. It’s only through her imagination 
that she can forget that she’s actually deathly ill. When 
Jo becomes convinced she has superpowers herself, 
the whole village helps out to make her wish come true. 
They work together on a unique superhero movie, but 
will it have a happy ending as well? 

Contact: JEF
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Films 9+  
Fight girl 9+

Vechtmeisje
A film by Johan Timmers from The Netherlands, Dutch spoken, 
84 min, 2018 

 COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

Exciting film about Bo, who discovers that kickboxing is 
more than just lashing out.
 When her parents end up in a nasty divorce, the 
headstrong and quick tempered Bo (12) moves with her 
mother and brother to a suburb of Amsterdam. Once 
there Joy, the girl next door, brings her to the kickboxing 
club. Bo turns out to have a natural talent and is quickly 
allowed to participate in the Dutch championships. But 
she’s distracted due to her parents’ divorce which jeop-
ardizes her chances at the championships. Bo needs to 
learn to control herself and accept that she can’t control 
everything. 

Contact: September Film

Wildwitch
Vildheks 9+

A film by Kaspar Munk from Denmark, Dutch subtitles,  
90 min, 2018

 COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

Clara discovers that she stems from a witch family and 
that her blood is very valuable. An adventurous fantasy 
film that will keep you on the edge of your seat. 
 Clara is a very normal girl. Suddenly a black cat 
follows her around all day. After the cat has scratched 
her, they can communicate with each other. Clara 
discovers that she descends from a witch family, 
an important one. Her blood is valuable and could 
potentially set a strong and evil witch free. This must 
be prevented. 

Contact: TrustNordisk
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Docu’s everywhere! 9+

Overal docu!
A compilation of short documentaries from different countries, 
Dutch spoken and subtitled, 80 min, 2017-2018

 COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

A series of documentaries about children from all over 
the globe. Some children are in a more difficult situa-
tion than others, but that does not matter here. In the 
documentary competition, the focus will be on the lives 
of different children with each of their own perspective 
on the world. 

Listen
Luister
Astrid Bussink from The Netherlands, Dutch spoken and Dutch 
subtitles, 15 min, 2018

A series of conversations with the Children’s telephone. 
Sometimes touching, sometimes funny, but never 
without having an effect on people. 
 Are you familiar with the Children’s telephone? A 
large number of children call it. Often with problems, 
some very big and serious, others a little bit smaller. A 
girl that is home alone every day, or another girl whose 
parents are getting a divorce. A boy in an asylum centre 
is scared for the future and another boy has difficulties 
accepting his sexual orientation and hopes it goes away 
by itself. But others just want to talk about their pets, or 
practice for their audition for the Voice Kids! The audio 
is supported by images that reflect the nature of the 
conversation. Funny images, but sometimes sad as well. 

Contact: Some Shorts

Carlotta’s face
Valentin Riedl and Frédéric Schuld from Germany, Dutch spoken 
and Dutch subtitles, 5min

A beautifully animated documentary about face blind-
ness and the art of dealing with it. 
 Carlotta is face blind. This means she is unable to 
recognize faces, not even her own. Years later, she 
discovers that this is something in her brain that she 
cannot change, but that this also is the origin of her 
passion for art. 

Contact: Fabian&Fred

The man who looked beyond the horizon
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180CC
Rene Van Zundert from The Netherlands, Dutch spoken and 
Dutch subtitles, 15 min, 2018

A charismatic coming-of-age-story about falling down 
and standing up. Literally. 
 Because of his newest obsession, stunt biking, the 
twelve year-old José scoffs at the police yet again. With 
the young stunt bikers from the south of Rotterdam, he 
hosts a weekly ride-out through the city. José has the 
feeling that he finally belongs somewhere, even though 
there are risks involved. 

Contact: Tangerine tree / Mensjesrechten

The man who looked beyond the 
horizon
De man die achter de horizon keek
Martijn Blekendaal from The Netherlands, Dutch spoken and 
Dutch subtitles, 26 min, 2018

The mysterious tale of Bas Jan Ader, who went missing 
at sea forty years ago. 
 Forty years ago, Bas Jan Ader decided to cross the 
Atlantic ocean in a tiny sailboat. Nine months later, his 
boat was found drifting near the English coast without 
Bas Jan. Why did Bas Jan try his hand at such a daring 
endeavor and how did he master his fears? 

Contact: Cerutti film

Surprise 
Surpresa
Paolo Patricío from Portugal, Dutch subtitles, 9 min, 2017

An animated documentary where a mother and 
daughter have a heartfelt conversation.
 Joana, the mother of three year old Alica had kidney 
cancer. In this film, mother and daughter have an open 
conversation about her illness, their current situation, 
struggles and small victories.

Contact: Animais
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199 little heroes:  
Olivia from Burkina Faso
199 kleine helden:  
Olivia uit Burkina Faso
Sigrid Klausmann from Germany, Dutch subtitles, 13 min, 2018

A peek into the life of Olivia, which takes place at the 
orphanage and at school.
 After her mother’s passing, Olivia lives in an 
orphanage in Burkina Faso. She’s not completely alone, 
her father still often comes to pick her up and she has a 
lot of friends at school. Olivia is a strong and confident 
girl, and wants to ensure that in the future every child 
can go to school.

Contact: Sigrid Klausmann-Sittler

The sun is a quirky god 
De zon is een maffe god  9+

A film by Mathijs Dekyvere from Belgium, Dutch spoken,  
12 min, 2018

 COMPETITION   

Adam, a nine year-old and enthusiastic boy, gets to 
speak in a big tv-interview. His story begins when his 
girlfriend Claudia ends their new relationship. Adam is 
heartbroken but does not accept this. From a rooftop 
in the city, he comes up with a plan to win Claudia’s 
heart back. He decides to become an adult as soon as 
possible to win over Claudia again.

Contact: Mathijs Dekyvere

Link 9+

An animated short film by Robert Löbel from Germany,  
no dialogue, 8 min, 2017

 COMPETITION   

Being too closely attached to somebody is never a good 
thing. The two main characters literally get a headache 
from each other, they are tied together with their own 
hair. Every move one makes influences the other. How 
long can they keep going on like this?

Contact: Robert Löbel
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Provence  9+

A film by Kato De Boeck from Belgium, Dutch spoken, 22 min, 
2018

 COMPETITION   

During summer vacation 11-year-old Camille and her older 
brother Tuur explore the new camping site in Provence. 
After the en counter with two Dutch teenage girls, Camille 
has to fight for the attention of her brother. A carefree 
holiday turns into an awakening to adolescence.

Contact: Kato De Boeck

Us three
Nous trois 9+

A compilation of films from Belgium, no dialogue, 45 min,  
2013 - 2019

Three beautiful dance films in which children and teen-
agers find themselves through dance. 
 Three girls are filmed every six years, at the ages of 
six, twelve and eighteen. Central to their youth is dance. 
It helps them spread their wings. It is a story about the 
search and preservation of childlike fantasy. The film 
is preceded by Craft, a short film in which children 
improvise, play and dance in a castle of cardboard, and 
Sisters, a film about three girls that grew up in a difficult 
situation. 

Sisters
Daphne Lucker from The Netherlands, no dialogue, 15 min, 2018

 PREMIERE 

A beautiful and poetic film about surviving in a difficult 
situation when, at times, no way out seems possible. 
 Sisters tells the story of three sisters who grew up 
under difficult circumstances. They are very dependent 
on each other and can only survive by staying together. 
They make their world bearable through dance and 
fantasy. They play, tickle each other, climb trees and 
dance to forget their sombre life. But whatever they do, 
reality remains cruel. 

Contact: Kapitein Media
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Craft
Anne-Lore Baeckeland from Belgium no dialogue, 15 min, 2013

A director searching for ways to capture the pure 
improvisation of children. 
 Eleven children and two adults take the spotlight in 
this dance film. The idyllic, hand-made place of paper 
and carton develops into a background full of surprises. 
The dances were improvised during the dancing 
workshop, through the movie they share these beautiful 
movements with the public.

Contact: Anne-Lore Baeckeland

Us Three
Wij drie 
Nous trois
Jonas Baeckeland from Belgium, no dialogue, 30 min, 2019

 PREMIERE 

Three girls are filmed every six years, at the ages of six, 
twelve and eighteen. Central to their youth is dance. It 
helps them spread their wings. It is a story about the 
search and preservation of childlike fantasy.

Contact: Blauwe huis

Mirai  9+

Mirai no Mirai
An animated film by Mamoru Hosoda from Japan, Dutch subtitles, 
100 min, 2018

 PREMIERE 

A beautiful animated film about Kun, a spoiled 
preschooler who discovers a magical portal that allows 
him to time travel. 
 The spoiled preschooler Kun does not like that he is 
getting a sister. When he discovers that their backyard is 
a magical time travel portal, Kun and his younger sister, 
from the future, go to the future. He discovers various 
family members and learns how he can become a real 
big brother.

Contact: Cinéart

My grandpa is an alien
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Los Bando 9+

A film by Christian Lo from Norway, Dutch subtitles, 94 min, 2018

 OPENING FILM    COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

A hilarious road movie about two friends who are willing 
to do anything to make their dream come true. Driven 
by their passion for music, they take the audience on an 
exciting journey full of wild adventures. 
 The big moment has arrived for the two best friends, 
Axel and Grim. For years they’ve been dreaming of the 
great break out for their rock band Los Bando Immor-
tale. Now they can participate in the national music 
contest, the world lies at their feet. But how to get to the 
finals, which take place across the country? And who 
dares tell Alex that he can’t sing at all? With a rally pilot 
behind the wheel and a 9-year-old cellist in shotgun 
position the trip devolves into a wild chase, while police 
cars and worried parents are at their heels.

Contact: JEF

My grandpa is an alien
Moj dida je pao s Marsa  9+

A film by Drazen Zarkovic and Marina Andree Skop, from Croatia, 
Bosnia Herzegovina, Luxembourg, Norway, Slovakia, Slovenia 
and Czech Republic, Dutch subtitles, 72 min, 2019

 COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

An extraordinary science fiction adventure about a 
beautiful friendship, a grumpy robot and … a dark 
secret. Una will have to overcome herself to save her 
alien family.
 Una finds it difficult to make friends. She is ignored 
by her brothers and her grandfather is just about her 
only friend. One evening Una sees something very 
special happen: her grandfather is kidnapped by aliens! 
Of course, everyone thinks that she has made this up. 
When her mother suddenly falls ill and is taken to the 
hospital, Una discovers a secret cellar full of strange 
things. Like a grumpy, small robot who tells her a 
strange family secret: her grandfather is an alien and 
must stay close to her mother, who depends on his life 
energy. Una and the little robot have 24 hours to find 
grandpa and save her mother!

Contact: Studio Dim / Filmbin
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Double trouble
Tarapaty 9+

A film by Marta Karwowska from Poland, Dutch subtitles,  
85 min, 2017

 COMPETITION    PREMIERE 

A treasure hunt full of exciting twists, wherein nobody 
is who they seem to be. Only friendship and trust can 
make a young girl bring her mission to a good end. 
 Julka attends boarding school during the year and has 
difficulties making friends. She would spend the summer 
vacation together with her parents in Canada, but unex-
pectedly she needs to stay with her aunt in Warsaw. Of 
course, she is not happy about this. One day, there is a 
burglary at her aunt’s house and important papers and 
architectural drawings have disappeared. Will Julka be 
able to solve this mystery? 

Contact: Level K

This crazy heart
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Films 12+  
This crazy heart

Dieses bescheuerte Herz 12+

A film by Marc Rothemund from Germany, Dutch subtitles,  
105 min, 2017

 SELECTED  BY YOUNGSTERS    PREMIERE 

When two worlds collide, an unexpectedly beautiful 
friendship flourishes. Based on true events.
 Partying until sunrise, landing a sports car into a 
pool,… that’s Leny’s idea of fun. He lives in his father’s 
mansion and only cares about himself. Until father 
puts him in contact with David: 15 years old, has a 
heart defect, and nobody knows if he’ll make it to his 
16th birthday. David has a bucket list: buy cool clothes, 
steal a car, kiss a girl,… The responsibility of making 
David’s dreams come true weighs heavily on party 
animal Lenny.

Contact: GlobalScreen

I am not a witch 13+

A film by Rungano Nyoni from the United kingdom,  
Dutch subtitles, 93 min, 2017

 SELECTED  BY YOUNGSTERS 

A powerful statement for women’s rights makes this 
almost surrealistic fairy tale an extremely original movie.
 The nine-year-old Shula is being accused of witch-
craft by the townspeople. In a short lawsuit she is found 
guilty and is banned to a witch colony. Her life there 
consists of working in the field with the other witches. 
Very often, tourists come to visit the colony as an attrac-
tion. Shula’s life changes when mister Banda shows 
interest in her powers. Will Shula accept her fate as a 
witch or will she take the risk to choose freedom?

Contact: September Film
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What happened in the tent 14+

A film by Majd Khalifeh & Roel Nollet from Belgium, Dutch spoken, 
50 min, 2018

 SELECTED  BY YOUNGSTERS 

If life is a circus, are we the clowns or the acrobats? 
 An exchange programme between two circus schools 
- one in the Western Jordan bank in Palestine, the other 
in Molenbeek - brings two groups of young people from 
vulnerable environments together. They all have a story 
to tell about where they are from. These are stories 
full of potential violence and discrimination, but they 
succeed in bending this into a positive project. Circus 
is more than just performing tricks, it is a way of life 
and survival. 

Contact: Red Horse

Happy together 14+

Samen gelukkig
A short film by Mohanad Mukhtar, Ellen Pollard & Marie De Hert 
from Belgium, Dutch spoken, 25 min, 2018

 SELECTED  BY YOUNGSTERS 

Happy Together is a short film about the surprising rela-
tionship between three old age pensioners and a young 
Iraqi refugee.

Contact: Poolhert

Zen in the ice rift 
Zen sul ghiaccio sottile  15+

A film by Margherita Ferri from Italy, Dutch subtitles, 87 min, 2018

 SELECTED  BY YOUNGSTERS    PREMIERE 

An unusual coming-of-age story. Stunning images allow 
for a peek into the mind of a teenager struggling with 
gender issues. 
 Maia, who calls herself ‘Zen’, is a loud and lonely 
sixteen-year old tomboy. She lives in a small village in 
the Italian Apennine Mountains, where she’s the only 
girl on the local hockey team. She’s constantly bullied by 
her teammates because of her manly behaviour. When 
Vanessa, the team captain’s girlfriend, runs away from 
home and asks for shelter in Maia’s family hotel, the 
girl feels a connection with someone else for the first 
time. Together they discover their innermost desires and 
their identities. 

Contact: Media Luna

Zen in the ice rift
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The invisibles
Die Unsichtbaren 15+

A film by Claus Räfle from Germany, Dutch subtitles, 110 min, 2017

 SELECTED  BY YOUNGSTERS    PREMIERE 

The story of four survivors, based on true facts. Their 
experiences are alternated with real testimonies.
 Berlin, February 1943: the National Socialist regime 
declares Berlin to be ‘Jew-free’. However, there are 
still more than 7000 Jews in the city, in hiding in attics 
and basements. Only 1700 of them will survive the war. 
In The Invisibles Hanni, Cioma, Eugen and Ruth give 
impressive testimonies about the horrors of the war.

Contact: Renate Zylla

Kissing Candice  16+

A film by Aoife McArdle from Ireland and the United kingdom, 
Dutch subtitles, 97 min, 2017

 SELECTED  BY YOUNGSTERS    PREMIERE 

A visually strong film, about a bleak town where growing 
up can make a teenager somber and violent. This is a 
film you need to watch on the big screen. 
 Candice dreams. Candice dreams intensely and lively. 
She grows up in a suffocating, isolated Irish commu-
nity, where she comes into contact with an unpredict-
able gang. A local boy dies, the whole community is 
shocked, but Candice escapes in her dreams. There 
she finds comfort with a stranger, who may be involved 
in the crime. 

Contact: Film Constellation 
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Shenanigans 12+

Kattekwaad
A short film by Jeff Theys from Belgium, Dutch spoken,  
14 min, 2018

 COMPETITION 

Two adolescent boys love to pull pranks, especially at 
Jean’s place, an old neighbour. One day however, the 
teenagers go too far, when the front door turns out to 
be open. 

Contact: Jeff Theys

Pantin 12+

An animated short film by Thimothée Crabbée from Belgium,  
no dialoog, 7 min, 2018

 COMPETITION 

Naively, a child walks on the treadmill of modern life, 
which feeds, educates and protects him. However, as 
the pace increases, he opens his eyes. 

Contact: Thimothée Crabbée 

I see what you don’t see 12+

Ik zie wat jij niet ziet 
A short film by Gert-Jan Verdeyen from Belgium, Dutch spoken,  
10 min, 2018

 COMPETITION 

Bavo and Elias decide to lift back home from their vaca-
tion. They catch a ride with a father and his young son. 
The man doesn’t seem at ease with the couple and this 
soon starts to make Bavo insecure. 

Contact: Gert-Jan Verdeyen
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Dear Son 12+

An animated short film by Aagje van Damme from Belgium,  
no dialogue, 7 min, 2018

 COMPETITION 

Francis, a dependent man, is forced to become inde-
pendent after the sudden death of his mother.

Contact: Aagje van Damme

CHEERS! 12+

A short film by an Angela Alsouliman from Belgium, Dutch spoken,  
9 min, 2018

 COMPETITION 

This short film emphasizes the difficulty of communica-
tion between a couple from different cultures and with a 
different background.

Contact: Angela Alsouliman 

My label 12+

Mijn Label 
An animated short film by Janne Janssens from Belgium,  
no dialogue, 5 min, 2018

 COMPETITION 

At school, Guus wears a label. He is being bullied and 
feels alone. One day, a girl sits next to him, and entrusts 
him with her secret.

Contact: Janna Janssens

Ghent, the 25th of May 2018 12+

Gent, 25 mei 2018 
A short film by Dayo Clinckspoor from Belgium, Dutch spoken,  
9 min, 2018

 COMPETITION 

Dayo follows his friends all night with his camera. 
What starts as a playful shoot, quickly turns into a 
dangerous game.

Contact: Dayo Clinckspoor
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Specials  
Toddler’s day  1,5+

Three screenings
Do you remember your first film experience? Maybe 
you thought it was a little scary, but doubtlessly it was 
impressive. In order to make that first time as pleasant 
as possible, and because you’re never too young to 
enjoy film, we’re organising a toddler’s day for the 
first time. 
 We’ll leave some light on, arrange a pram parking 
space, and play a fantastic film.
 The medialab is also opened during the screening,  
so feel free to bring the whole family.

See page 20

Bingewatch:  
Zara and the magical kicks
All episodes of the football series Zara and the magical 
kicks shown consecutively! And like with every proper 
binge-watch, snacks will be provided. 

See page 36

Masterclass results
Films by various children from Belgium, the Netherlands, Dutch 
spoken or no dialogue, +/- 60 min, 2019

For those who can’t get enough of the workshops, 
there’s the Masterclass results. Attend this free 
screening of the results of all the masterclasses and 
workshops of this week. Grab the hand of your mom, 
dad, sisters, brothers, aunts, maybe even your neigh-
bours, and take them all with you!
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Storytime Let’s dance!
For those who just can’t get enough of stories, there’s 
something to look forward to after the movie as well. The 
youngest of our festival goers are welcome to several 
storytime readings following the film compilation Let’s 
dance! Listening, dreaming and swinging along with the 
storyteller, it doesn’t get much cozier than that!

See page 22

Annie dance-a-long
Before the film starts you’ll be taught some dance steps 
from the classic movie Annie. Of course you can dance 
along with the entire movie if you feel like it!

See page 37

Medialab nocturne /  
Medialab at night
At this night, the medialab is finally free from all the 
little children! Bring your friends to the medialab before 
or after the evening screening. Game and experiment 
with all the audiovisual installations, or take inspiration 
for your own projects. A must for digital creatives (or 
everyone else)! 

Binti vlog talk 
Take your smartphone and there you go, before you 
know it you’re vlogging. But how do you make a lasting 
impression? Some leading vloggers will tell all about it in 
short talks about how you can share your passion with 
the world through vlogging, just like Binti in the epony-
mous new Flemish youth film. Share your ideas with 
them, or with the Binti Box, where you can make a fun 
picture or gif with your quote that can change the world.
 You’re undoubtedly curious about the film Binti 
as well. You can discover the film in première in the 
company of the actors and director. Buy your combo 
ticket for this event at a favourable price.

See page 38
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Nous trois: making of
Three girls are filmed every six years, at the ages of 
six, twelve and eighteen. Dance was a central theme 
throughout their youth. A unique way of making film.  
In the making of you’ll learn more about the film  
production.

See page 47

JEF makers day
On the JEF makers day, you and your friends and 
family will enjoy the amazing creations of young film-
makers. After a well-filled film afternoon you will find 
out who the winning JEF makers of 2019 are, followed 
by a festive reception. In addition, there is still plenty 
to experience. We are already looking forward to 
welcoming you. 

See page 76

Prijsuitreiking / Award ceremony
We close the festival with the JEF awards ceremony. 
We screen the best short films in competition, then we 
have a drink at the medialab. 
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Master-
classes & 
workshops
Choreography in 1,2,3!

Ages 3 - 6

Jump, run, wave, turn and film. While you dance, you 
make images. You will interact with your own reflection 
and create fun patterns. Go wild on the tempo of image 
and sound. During this masterclass, toddlers will be 
submerged in the world of dance and film in an active 
and playful manner. 
 During this workshop, toddlers can go crazy. We 
recommend your child to wear comfortable clothes in 
which it can move freely. During the workshop, parents 
can enjoy a drink and relax in the foyer. 

The masters:
Anouk Fortunier 

  After obtaining a Bachelor’s degree in 
Documentaries at the RITCS, Anouk Fortunier gradu-
ated at the LUCA School of Arts with her short film 
Drôle d’Oiseau, a day in the life of a girl and her manic 
depressive father. This short film won the Audience 
Award at Film Fest Ghent, as well as the Wildcard for 
Best Fiction Short Film and the Best Debut at the Short 
Film Festival Leuven. In August 2019 Anouk will start her 
debut film My father is a saucisse, a family film about a 
father who makes his family go through the most absurd 
situations because of his midlife crisis.
 

C
horeography in 1,2,3!
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Jotka Bauwens 
  Jotka Bauwens is a dancer and choreogra-
pher. Two years ago, she produced the dance recital 
MEIS on the theme of gender and sexuality. She now 
dances in the new production of Theater De Spiegel, 
Boks, a musical dance performance especially for chil-
dren aged 1.5 to 4 years. In addition, she also performs 
in her new installation performance Mono, together with 
actor Bastiaan Vandendriessche (e.g. at the M-Museum 
in Leuven).

Camera moves 
Ages 6 - 9

Children and young people continually make short 
dance clips of themselves and each other, which they 
share on YouTube or with an app like TikTok. Dancing is 
an inextricable part of the world of young people, and for 
this smartphone generation the camera is basically an 
extension of their body.
 This masterclass is an intensive dance & camera 
session in which participants make their own dance film 
in groups using a smartphone or iPad.

The masters: 
in cooperation with Cinedans

Camiel Zwart
  After graduating at The Netherlands Film and 
Television Academy, Camiel Zwart has been director of 
documentaries and dance films for over twelve years. 
His work is characterised by an observing style. Small, 
intimate stories of ordinary people are the main sources 
of inspiration. Camiel’s films were shown at festivals 
such as the IDFA, TIFF, Loikka Dance Film Festival and 
IMZ DanceScreen.
 After the successful project Point Taken at 
Cinedans, Camiel was appointed as teacher of various 
programmes of Cinedans Lab, including this master-
class, which he teaches together with Mouna Laroussi.

Mouna Laroussi
  Mouna Laroussi is a choreographer, dance/
theatre creator, actress and the driving force behind 
Stichting Mouna Mix. She uses her Moroccan and Dutch 
roots to address current social issues and cultural differ-
ences between East and West in her work. She does 
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this by combining various crossovers in dance styles 
and theatre disciplines with a dose of reality and humour 
in her performances.

VR
Ages 9 - 14

Take a plunge into the future and discover virtual reality. 
You will create your own virtual space that you can fill 
with digital creatures. A VR specialist will guide you 
through this process. At the end of the session you will 
have created your own virtual space that you can share 
with others. 
 During this masterclass you will receive guidance 
on how to get started with this easily accessible app. Be 
sure to bring your own Google Cardboard or other VR 
glasses with you, if you have one. 
 

The master:
Soulmade 

  Soulmade forms the bridge between immer-
sive technology and the audience. The team consists 
exclusively of young, creative people with a passion 
for film and technology. They combine technology with 
creativity, but also with the humane. They want to push 
boundaries through research, add value to audiovisual 
applications and amaze industries with their produc-
tions. But most of all, they want to tell a story. 

V
R
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Masterclass medialab
Ages 9 - 12

Do you dream of developing a game on your own? Are 
you always up-to-date with the newest technologies, or 
do you just enjoy experimenting with apps and films?
 Come and experiment, play and create with tech-
nology in the medialab for five days. Together with 
masters you will discover the latest audiovisual tech-
niques. You will use these in video clips, or even in a 
video game made by you! With augmented and virtual 
reality you will explore the boundaries of audiovisual 
technology, art and film in a playful and artistic way.

In cooperation with the VAF/Game Fund* we invite the creators 
and experts of the field and we put these creators in the spotlight.

*The VAF/Game Fund falls within the competence of the ministers 
of Media and Education. The VAF/Game Fund is responsible 
for stimulating the development of video games in Flanders and 
Brussels through financial support of projects. All aid applications 
are assessed on their quality by a specialised commission of 
experts. Both Entertainment games, artistic games and serious 
games (including games for educational purposes) are eligible for 
support. VAF/Game Fund provides coaching where necessary. 
In addition to financial support, VAF/Game Fund also focuses on 
talent development. The mission, objectives, guidelines and finan-
cial outline of the VAF/Game Fund are defined in the contractual 
agreement with the Flemish Government. 

The master:
Lucas Dewulf 

  Lucas Dewulf is a motion designer and is 
fascinated by digital storytelling, a way to tell stories 
with the help of audiovisual technologies. For example, 
he delves into virtual reality at the VR documentary 
company A Mad Productions. Lucas is also connected 
to Nerdlab, an open collective of creators in Ghent, 
where he gives workshops, etc.

Serpentine dance
Serpentine dans
all ages

In this workshop we will be inspired by the Serpentine 
dance by Loïe Fuller. You probably have never heard of 
it! Nevertheless, this film is one of the first dance films 
ever made. We get started with white cloths, projectors 
and much more. Swinging, dancing, making coloured 
patterns,… You will stand in the center of the coloured 
spotlight and will make magical dancing patterns. 
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Medialabs
This year in the medialab of Antwerp 
you can show your best dancing skills, 
because you will dance your socks 
off! This year, the medialab will be an 
unseen mix of dance and audiovisual 
installations. Transform into a virtual 
body, or manipulate your surroundings 
into movement. Or do you prefer virtual 
game of memory? Don’t forget to put 
on your dancing shoes!

In both Bruges and Ghent, you can experiment with 
Augmented Reality in the gamelab and get lost in space 
with Astrobot. Discover Augmented Reality games in 
Roeselare and visit the Mammoet in Courtrai. Experi-
ment with 2 installations in Strombeek-Bever developed 
by JEF: Media Mashup and Fugl, but also experiment 
with the Augmented Reality technology of Osmo games. 

The Mammoth  3+

The mammoth is an interactive film studio for kids, 
where they can enjoy themselves before and after the 
film! Fabricate your own figures for shadow plays, make 
your own animated film, experience zoetropes, praxi-
noscopes and flipbooks in the film museum or play with 
optic illusions and games.

JEF BE – jeugdfilm.be 
Arts centre BUDA BE – budakortrijk.be

Interactive windows 4+

In an unexpected place you encounter a video instal-
lation in which your movements control a dance film. 
From the first moment, you’ll get captured by Interactive 
windows. This is also necessary because the scenes 
are short: in a few seconds the story is told. Experience 
dance in an alternative way. Broaden your view and 
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play with time and space. Bob Driessen is an artist from 
Tilburg, who likes working with interactive multimedia. 
The spectator is always actively involved and can make 
his or her own choices. For this installation, he cooper-
ated with Dance company Vloeistof. They create dance 
that doesn’t let the spectators observe from a distance, 
but makes them an active part of a total experience.

Dansgezelschap Vloeistof, Bob Driessen en Vincent Vriens NL 
Vloeistof.nl – bobdriessen.com

Dance dance revolution  6+

Relive one of the most iconic arcade games of the 90s! 
Challenge someone and defeat your opponent with your 
best dance moves. 
 This series of computer games was developed 
by the renowned Japanese entertainment developer 
Konami. In 2006, Konami also started producing films 
based on their computer games and characters.

Konami JP – konami.com

Rolling_stairs  6+

All of you, go stand on one of the stairs. Listen to the 
sounds. Try to find the same sound by rocking back and 
forth. Do you hear the same sound? Then stay in this 
position! A short silence… and move on!
So go stand on the rolling stairs and find the right posi-
tion by movement, play and reflection. Technology in 
and around the objects provides auditory feedback 
while looking for balance.
 Marloeke van der Vlugt developed these balancing 
objects at Waag Society focused on raising aware-
ness of your own body. She studied Theatre Studies 
at the University of Amsterdam. She researched the 
connection between costume, decor, video and dance. 
In addition, she studied scenography at the Goldsmith’s 
Academy, choreography at the Laban Center, both in 
London, and she took several video camera and editing 
courses.

Marloeke van der Vlugt NL – marloekevandervlugt.com & waag.org 
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Pixel Picasso 6+

Supported by VAF/Gamefonds 

Pixel Picasso is a single or multiplayer augmented 
reality memory game. Pixel Picasso is played with a 
beamer, a webcam and a bunch of physical coloured 
squares. Players memorize a digital pattern projected 
on the ground and rebuild it with the squares that are 
scattered around. At the end of the round the webcam 
checks the pattern. 
 Happy Volcano is an award-winning game develop-
ment studio based in Louvain, Belgium. They develop 
games in the broadest sense of the word. From physical 
board games to digital console games and everything in 
between. They are specialised in interactive installations 
where the digital world meets the physical. They find it 
interesting to come up with simple yet challenging game 
mechanics. All wrapped up in an inviting and beautiful 
art style.

Happy Volcano BE – happyvolcano.com/projects/pixel-picasso-
augmented-reality-game/, youtube.com/watch?v=Tw5UcsasX20

Media Mashup  6+

Take a seat behind the editing bay and get in touch with 
your inner deejay. You mix images, sound effects and 
music into a new video clip. In a playful and intuitive way 
you take existing clips out of their contexts and create 
your own story. You will see that you can give a different 
meaning to video clips by editing image and sound. 
Creating mashups has never been this much fun!
 This installation is developed by Romuald Beugnon, 
in co-production with ACAD pôle image picardie, 
Pierre-Alexandre Vigor, Ciclic and MJC centre image. 
Romuald approaches the assembly process as a magi-
cian. In addition, both Romuald and Pierre-Alexandre 
have a background in the educational world, but in 
cinematography. This expertise helped them to come up 
with an innovative way of editing in an accessible and 
playful way.

JEF BE – jeugdfilm.be 

Pierre-Alexandre Vigor & Romuald Beugnon FR – mashuptable.fr
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The coast  6+ 
Let your mind wander and your body groove as The 
coast takes you on a breathtaking musical journey. 
Enjoy Valaire’s breezy sound as you surf through a 
vibrant 360 landscape coming alive. With sun rising over 
a peculiar beach, the music lifts you off and you slowly 
escape the tyranny of gravity. Side effects may include: 
a strong case of dancing feet. 

Turbulent & Valaire (CA) – thecoastvr.com/en

Fugl  8+

Grab your controller and experience the sensation of 
flying, while discovering the beauty of a huge voxel 
world! You will literally feel ‘as free as a bird’ while 
creating an adventure for yourself, without space and 
time limits. You will observe hundreds of marvelous 
creatures of which your bird can absorb characteristics.
  Fugl is not only a spectacular experience, it is also 
a training in your game developing skills. With Minecraft 
you personalise your landscapes and build your own 
digital world. This installation is for playing birds aged 
8 to 99.
   This installation is developed together with the 
makers of the game. It is a collective of game industry 
veterans, consisting of co-workers of e.g. LIMBO, 
Among the Sleep, Hidden Folks, GoNNER, Melodive 
and M.U.L.E. Returns, just like the co-founder of the 
Global Game Jam. The team consists of Johan Gjest-
land, Gorm Lai, Marco Peschiera and Martin Kvale.

JEF BE – jeugdfilm.be 

Johan Gjestland NO, Marco Peschiera USA, Martin Kvale NO,  
Gorm Lai UK – fuglgame.com
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VR Giants 9+

VR Giants is a local multiplayer VR game in which you 
conquer the levels together. Goliath (the VR player) 
is gigantic and his body can be used by David (the 
controller player) to cross ravines or to reach higher 
plains. David is small and very vulnerable to fire, spikes 
and other dangers so Goliath must protect David so 
that he can collect coins and keys that lead both players 
to freedom.
  Wolfgang Tschauko studied Psychotherapeutic 
Propaedeutic at KF Uni, Mediatechnology & -design 
at FH Hagenberg (AT) and Interaction Design at FH 
Joanneum Graz (AT). His master thesis was about the 
subject of the presence of the body in virtual reality. 
As a practical demonstration for his research a local 
two-player co-op game was created named Goliath VR. 
This game won the SAGA Audience Choice Award 2017 
and the Reversed Best Concept Award 2017 and is now 
known as VR Giants. 
Wolfgang Tschauko AT – wolfgangtschauko.at 
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JEF makers stations
In the JEF makers stations you become 
part of a video clip or encode a real 
Robot dance battle.
 
JEF makers inspires and stimulates children and young-
sters who pursue a career in the film business and want 
to experiment with audiovisual media. That is why they 
created the one and only JEF makers station, in coop-
eration with een wereld met LEF. For LEF, every project 
starts completely from scratch. Here as well, accepting 
the challenge to realize all these different stations.

JEF BE – jeugdfilm.be 
een wereld met LEF BE – eenwereldmetlef.be 

JEF moves 6+

Photo Copyright: Sophie De Backere

Do you know Ultima Vez? This internationally acclaimed 
dance company from Brussels creates the JEF moves 
especially for the JEF festival. And for those JEF 
moves we need you!
 The parts you dance will become the piece of a puzzle 
in a an awesome video clip. The more moves we all dance 
during the week, the cooler the video clip will be.

The artists
Ultima Vez & Eddie Bruno Oroyan

  Eddie started at Ultima Vez resuming What 
the Body Does Not Remember. Both productions 
travelled around the world. Eddie also creates his own 
productions and is the founder and artistic co-worker at 
Black Label Movement in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Ultima Vez is an international dance company, founded 
in 1986 by choreographer, director and filmmaker Wim 
Vandekeybus. They focus on artistic creation, produc-
tion and support of both Vandekeybus’ work and young 
talent as well as socio artistic empowerment and educa-
tion by means of workshops and masterclasses. 

Ultima Vez BE – ultimavez.com
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Robot dance battle 6+

A bunch of mBots are having an awesome party in 
the Robot Dance Battle. Program your mBot with the 
most irresistible dance moves and dance along. Don’t 
forget to give him a colourful outfit; the finishing touch to 
prepare him for the spotlights.

Devine 
Digital design and development 
(Devine) is a three-year optional 
course within the bachelor Multimedia 
and Communications at HOWEST in 
Courtrai. The Deviners live digitally and 
online and created a few great installa-
tions for JEF. 

Devine BE – devine.be

Aerial ballet  3+

Aerial ballet is an installation based on the film Maverick. 
The film is about the eight-year-old Stan. In his phantasy 
he is a pilot and goes on the greatest adventure. Aerial 
ballet brings you to his fantasy world. Become a pilot 
and discover different movements with your body. Have 
a try! Did you know that the film Maverick was screened 
at last years festival? 

Yannick Vercruysse  
vercruysseyannick@gmail.com / behance.net/yannickvercruysse

Lisa Lapon  
laponlisa@hotmail.com / behance.net/lisalapon

Muziland 6+

Muziland is a musical experience for children, where 
they learn to compose their own by mixing beats. With 
this installations you can use samples or make your own 
sounds. This way Muziland will come alive! 

Sam Amant – sam_amant@hotmail.com 
Michaël Schauwers – michael@schauwe.rs
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Woop 8+

The woop is a new playful way to integrate technology 
into playground objects. On this interactive wip you’ll go 
into interaction with technology in an active and joyful 
way. Take your spot on the woop and it will make sound 
and noise based on your movements and speed. 

Viktor Vandamme  
viktorvandamme@icloud.com / behance.net/viktorvand53ef 

Tom Catry  
tom-catry@hotmail.com / behance.net/tomcatry8a6b

Disco pairs  8+

Disco pairs is the ultimate way to experience coopera-
tion. Take place behind the self-made spotlights and 
look, together with your partner, for the same pairs on 
the dance floor. Working together is of utmost impor-
tance, otherwise you won’t be able to find the pairs 
in time. 

Jens De Witte BE –  
jensdewitte1@gmail.com / behance.net/JensDeWitte

Hoyhym Ho BE – hoyhym@gmail.com / behance.net/hoyhym

Shake yo hands 9+

Shake Yo Hands is an interactive game for everyone. 
The hands of the players will be transported into a 
virtual 3D world, where they can battle for victory! Every 
player has to try to mimic the shown movements as 
good as possible. This game is a great way to train your 
hand and finger skills! Are you ready to battle? 

Tim D’hoore – timdhoore@gmail.com 

Annabel De Pourcq –  
depourcqa@gmail.com / behance.net/depourcqaf999
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Gamelab Different ages

  

Discover various new Mixed Reality, 
Augmented Reality apps and play the 
newest video games in the Gamelab. 

Play doh touch 3+

Bring your Play Doh to life by scanning and using it into 
Play Doh touch.

 Play Doh UK – playdoh.hasbro.com/en-gb/apps

Osmo newton 4+

Use your creative noggin and inventive objects like a 
hand-drawn basket, grandma’s glasses, or anything 
around you to guide falling on-screen balls into 
targeted zones.

Osmo DE – playosmo.com/en/about-us/

Osmo coding  4+

Learn the first steps to coding in a playful way.
Osmo DE – playosmo.com/en/about-us/

Osmo tangram 4+

Arrange tangible puzzle pieces into matching on-screen 
shapes. Play with a friend or challenge yourself to more 
advanced levels as your handy-work lights up with 
each victory.

Osmo DE – playosmo.com/en/about-us/

That blooming feeling 4+

A gardening game about welcoming a youthful joy into 
our selves. Pass the time as a sweet water drop as you 
roll about, goof around, and watch your friends grow up.

Tots’ Team, John Groot, Murray Campbell, Mariah Hale,  
Thomas Newlands, Jack Campbell, Michala Braker USA  
totsteam.itch.io/thatbloomingfeeling
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Gorogoa  4+

Gorogoa consists of richly illustrated designs that 
players can arrange and combine to solve puzzles using 
their imagination.

Annapurna, Buried Signal USA – gorogoa.com

Old man’s journey  4+

Old man’s Journey is a puzzle adventure game that 
revolves around life, loss, reconciliation and hope.

Broken Rules AT – Brokenrul.es

The birdcage  4+

The birdcage tells the story of a broken king who lost 
his young son in a climbing accident. He locked away 
the birds his son loved the most. Now it is up to you to 
rescue them.

Kaarel Kirsipuu, Pine Studio HR – pinestudio.co/birdcage

Peronio Pop-Up Book  4+

Perionio is an AR game about a boy who does not know 
what he wants to be when he grows up.

Ovni Studios, Renato Klieger creative productions BR  
peronio.com

Just a line  4+

Just a Line is an AR experiment which lets you make 
simple drawings in AR and then lets you share your 
creation with a short video.

Google Creative Lab and Uncorked Studios USA 
justaline.withgoogle.com

Gris  6+

Gris is a hopeful young girl lost in her own world, dealing 
with a painful experience in her life. Her journey through 
sorrow is manifested in her dress, which grants new 
abilities to better navigate her faded reality. As the story 
unfolds, Gris will grow emotionally and see her world in 
a different way, revealing new paths to explore using her 
new abilities.

Nomada Studio ES – nomada.studio
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Lost ember 6+

Explore a breathtakingly beautiful world that nature has 
claimed back from mankind. As a wolf with the power 
to inhabit and control other animals and with a trusted 
companion at your side, you’ll discover ruins of long 
forgotten civilizations and ancient cultures that tell a 
story of hope, loss, ambition and failure.

Mooneye DE – lostember.com

Please do touch the artwork 6+

With support of VAF/Game Fund

A relaxing and mesmerising 2D puzzle game, inspired 
by modern abstract art.

Studio waterzooi BE – studiowaterzooi.com

Beasts of balance 7+

Only those who are practical and smart enough can 
pile up all animals on a tabletop and build a tower. But 
watch out! If the tower falls over, your world will  – literally 
– fall apart. You can play this game alone or with family 
and friends.

Sensible object UK – beastsofbalance.com

Astrobot: rescue mission 7+

Playing Astro you go on an adventure to save your crew. 
Thanks to the PlayStation VR headset you’ll find yourself 
in the middle of the action. Control the timing of every 
jump and explore everything – you can discover many 
secrets as you carry on your exciting mission. Don’t 
forget to lean aside to look around corners and create 
paths for your robot buddy to climb over.

SIE Japan Studio JP – playstation.com

Alto’s Odyssey  9+

Alto’s Odyssey is a running game that lets you explore 
sand dunes, rock formations and old ruins. The beautiful 
sound designs, the calming soundtracks and the moving 
colour palettes make you want to come back for more 
adventure.

Snowman CA – altosodyssey.com
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JEF  
makers day
  The full JEF makers programme:

10:00 – 13:00 Masterclass VR 
See page 63

14:00 – 15:15 Screening of the selection 
Come and enjoy the films of the young makers. The JEF makers 
selection was again a hard task because of the amount and quality 
of the submissions. Out of more than 70 submissions, this selection 
was chosen. 
 The JEF makers jury will be present at this screening to choose 
their winner. The audience will also have the opportunity to choose 
their winner. So don’t forget to bring all your friends and family to 
this screening!

15:30 – 16:30  Medialab + Q&A with the makers
While the jury have the hard task to choose the winning film, we 
wait eagerly for the award ceremony. In the meantime you can visit 
the medialab for free as JEF maker. Here you can play and experi-
ment with new media and audiovisual installations. Don’t forget to 
try out the JEF makers stations! Or take a seat in the foyer for a 
Q&A. Here you can talk, as a maker, about your films. 

16:00 – 16:30  JEF makers international 
Get inspired by the JEF makers international screening for your 
next film. As a JEF maker, you and your family can visit this 
screening for free. Here you can see a selection of films made by 
JEF makers that in the past have been shown all over the world on 
international film festivals. Maybe yours will be next?

16:30 – 17:00  Award ceremony
In the Foyer you will find out who will take home the JEF maker 
award! Afterwards you can enjoy a festive reception.
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JEF 
makers 
selection 
films 2019
Fish and shark 6+

Vis en haai
A movie by Maya Depoortere (13-years-old) from the Academy 
of Fine Arts in Ghent, under the guidance of Christel Degros. 
Animated film, no dialogue, 1 min 30 sec, 2018 

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A shark is hungry and chases after a fish.
Contact: JEF meer dan film

Sharing is caring 6+

Sharing is caring
A film by Siri De Vent (8-years-old) from the Academy of Fine Arts 
in Ghent, under the guidance of Danny De Vent. Cutout animation 
film, no dialogue, 30 sec, 2018.

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A little girl embraces life fully.
“Personal work Siri did at the Academy.”

Contact: JEF meer dan film
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Man cave 6+

Man cave
A film by Tibor Bequé (12-years-old) from the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Ghent, under the guidance of Danny de Vent. Clay anima-
tion, no dialogue, 40 sec, 2018.

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A cave man is thirsty.
“We were tasked to create a film around the theme of 
“eating” and I wanted to combine it with the prehistory. 
More or less 12 hours spent on it.”  

Contact: JEF meer dan film

The high jump 6+

De hoge sprong
A movie by Lubbe Verhelst (12-years-old) from the Academy  
of Arts in Wetteren. Cut-out animation film, no dialogue,   
40 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

Hans Blokmans always jumps higher, till…
“We were tasked to make something jump and I made 
this film.” 

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Abducted 6+

Ontvoerd
A film by Liene & Jasper Cloet (7-years-old). Clay animation, 
Dutch spoken. 1 min 30 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A tourist gets abducted by a weird creature. Before he 
knew it, he became one of them.

“On a dark Sunday afternoon, we found a box “how to 
make an animation film”. Perfect against boredom! We 
came up with a story, made small clay creatures and 
took pictures of the scenes with the iPad. Then we 
recorded the voices. Dad helped us and took care of the 
title and the credits.”

Contact: JEF meer dan film
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Little girl on vacation 6+

Meisje op vakantie
A movie by Alice Boelens (6-years-old), animation film with Play-
mobil. Dutch spoken, 1 min 30 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A little girl goes to the equestrian farm for her vacation.
“This is my first movie. For a long time I wanted to make 
a movie with my Playmobil. I thought about my mobile 
home, then about a girl, and finally mijn equestrian farm; 
this made up my story. Both Mom and Dad have helped 
me a little.”   

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Aliën battle 6+

Aliën battle
A film by Matthew Makolli (11-years-old) from the Academy of Arts 
in Sint-Niklaas. cut-out animation, no dialogue, 30 sec, 2018.

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A battle in space. 
“This is one of the first movies I have done. I have been 
following lessons at the academy since September 2018. 
I love action movies and explosives.” 

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Caulipower 6+

Boemkool
A film by Mauro Clement (13-years-old) from the Academy of Arts 
in Wetteren. Cut-out animation, no dialogue, 1 min 40 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

Colanderboy finds a cauliflower and wants to do every-
thing in order to let it grow. His frustration follows…

“This is one of the first movies I have created. I have 
been following lessons at the academy since September 
2018. I love action movies and explosives.” 

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Little girl on vacation
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Accident 6+

Ongeluk
A film by Kaat Vleugels & Clara Spaepen (12-years-old), live 
action, Dutch spoken, 4 min 7 sec, 2018.

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A little girl has a vision which allows her to escape death 
just on time. After such occurrences have taken place 
multiple times, she decides she has had enough of it. 
She cries for the help of a Hobbit. But was this really a 
smart choice?   

“At home we found a ladder and we thought about the 
different accidents that could follow from it. We decided 
to make a film connected to the theme of “accident”. 
Clara is also a big fan of the Lord of the Rings, which 
obviously means that there had to be a hobbit in 
the film.”  

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Monster chachacha 6+

Monster chachacha
A movie by Raven Meyfroodt & Lasse Wauters Schauvlieger 
(7-years-old) from the Academy of Arts in Waasmunster, under 
the guidance of Isabel Bouttens. Hand-drawn animation film, no 
dialogue, 60 sec, 2018.

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

Monsters have a great sense of rhythm!
“Lasse and Raven prefer doing nothing else than draw 
and stimulate monsters.” 

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Minoes 6+

Minoes
A film by Yann Willemyns (12-years-old) from the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Ghent, under the guidance of Danny De Vent. Clay anima-
tion, no dialogue, 50 sec, 2018.

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A cat hears someone crying and offers consolation.
Contact: JEF meer dan film
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The cruel life of apples 6+

The cruel life of apples
A film by Wehha Maarouf (12 years-old) from the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Ghent, under the guidance of Christel Degros. Cutout 
animation, no dialogue, 40 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

The life of apples in a tree is not rosy.
Contact: JEF meer dan film

Carrot cooks 6+

Wortel kookt
A film by Eline Van De weghe (11-years-old) from the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Ghent, under the guidance of Christel Degros. Clay 
animation, no dialogue, 1 min 20 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

Carrot wants to cook for a friend but everything already 
went wrong while shopping.  

“We received the task to create a film around the theme 
eating.”

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Jean-Pierre the museum guard 6+

Jean-Pierre De museumwachter
A film by Ruben Windels (13-years-old) from the Academy of  
Arts in Wetteren. Whiteboard animation, no dialogue,  
1 min 20 sec, 2018.

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

The exciting work of a museum guard.
Contact: JEF meer dan film

Lunar cat 6+

Maanpoes
A film by Violette Vergult (10-years-old) from the Academy of Arts 
in Wetteren. Cut-out animation, Dutch spoken, 60 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

On the moon lives a special cat.
“I drew a nice cat in my drawing book. Thereafter, I 
thought about a story of a cat living on the moon and 
taking care of the people.” 

Contact: JEF meer dan film
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The phantom of Luxemburg 6+

The phantom of Luxemburg
A film by Jason Asseloos, Mike Strubbe & Nathan Cattoor 
(14-years-old). Live action, Dutch spoken, 4 min 30 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A boy lives alone in a haunted house. In the night, he 
sees shadows and in the morning, all his stuff are scat-
tered on the ground. These shadows have also visited 
his friend…  

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Bert the piglet: irritation 6+

Bert het varkentje: irritatie
A film by Lee Degand and Léon Casear (12-years-old) from the 
Academy of Arts in Wetteren, under the guidance of Isabel Bout-
tens, digital animation, no dialogue, 50 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

Bert the piglet enjoys lying on the beach and being lazy. 
However when suddenly a ball hits him on his head, he 
unleashed hell…    

Contact: JEF meer dan film

F.C.B vs Lazio Reuma  6+

F.C.B tegen Lazio Reuma 
A film by Sam Van Haver (11-years-old) from the Academy  
of Arts in Sint-Niklaas. Cutout animation, Dutch spoken,  
1 min 40 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A report of the animated soccer tournament between 
F.C.B against Lazio Reuma. 

“Sam is a soccer fan. He wore his special soccer jersey 
to make the film. This time he could be the player, the 
coach and the commentator at the same time. He dedi-
cated five lessons to make his film.”

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Music 6+

Music
A film by Judith De Ro (14 years-old) from the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Ghent, under the guidance of Christel Degros. Cutout 
animation, no dialogue, 40 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

Listening to music is something personal. You can share 
it with others or not.

Contact: JEF meer dan film
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Yesterland 6+

Yesterland
A film by Elijah Verdonck (13-years-old) from the Academy of Arts 
in Beveren, 3D animation, Dutch spoken, 1 min 10 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A lot of things did not unroll as expected during the 
famous international festival ‘Yesterland’. Hopefully, the 
tech team is ready to help. 

“I have worked on this film for more than a year, the 
gigantic set took a lot of work. Tomorrowland was my 
inspiration. For this film I also composed the music 
myself.”

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Think outside the box 6+

Think outside the box
A film by Aagje Van Raemdonck (13-years-old) from the Academy 
of Arts in Wetteren, digital animation, no dialogue, 50 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

Aagje thought outside the box. Do you think the 
same way?

“The result of a task about ‘making something with 
explosives’.”

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Spacepost 6+

Spacepost
A film by Noor Alleweireldt (13-years-old) from the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Ghent, under the guidance of Christel Degros. Cutout 
animation, no dialogue, 2 min 50 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

The life within a spaceship is not so different from ours 
on Earth. Also in space you can send mails.. 

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Bananas 6+

Bananas
A film by Kristina Van Ussel (12-years-old) from the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Ghent, under the guidance of Danny De Vent, clay 
animation, English spoken, 60 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A banana watches TV.
Contact: JEF meer dan film
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Speaking portrait 6+

Sprekend portret
A workgroup of students in the first year of the Academy of Arts in 
Sint-Niklaas. Cutout animation, Dutch spoken, 60 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A drawing begins to speak.
The students made a portrait of themselves. Thereafter, 
they had to draw different mouths scenes to suit the 
right sound, suddenly the drawing began to speak.  

Contact: JEF meer dan film

The hamster 6+

De hamster
A film by Juliaan Pinxten (11-years-old) from the Academy of Arts 
in Beveren, clay animation, no dialogue, 40 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A hamster escapes in his hamster ball and flies away.
I had a idea to do something with a hamster. Then I 
imagined the story and, together with the teacher, I 
thought about a way to record it. It was not so simple to 
put this idea in practice. 

Contact: JEF meer dan film

A cold war 6+

Een koude oorlog
A film by Clara (12-years-old) and Leonie Spaepen (11-years-old), 
live action, Dutch spoken, 4 min 50 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

1914: Dodger and Maria are happily married. One day 
however, they find out that a war has broken out and 
Dodger must go and fight in the front. Will they ever see 
each other again? 
We found a couple of old clothes from our grandparents 
and subsequently got the idea for the film.

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Weather 6+

Weer
A film by Lena Braem (10-years-old) from the Academy of Arts in 
Beveren, animation, no dialogue, 50 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A application on your phone to predict the weather is 
handy. Unless it doesn’t work well… 

Contact: JEF meer dan film
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The boy and the rabbit 6+

De jongen en het konijn
A film by Violette Vergult (10 years-old) from the Academy of Arts 
in Sint-Niklaas. Cutout animation, Dutch spoken, 1 min, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

Difficulties in the mountains. A boy needs help.
Contact: JEF meer dan film

Old masters 6+

Oude meesters
Workgroup of students from Christel Degros’s class at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Ghent, cutout animation, no dialogue,  
2 min 50 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

A group of kids took paintings in hand from old and  
a bit less old teachers. The result became an cut-out 
animation.

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Bruno 6+

Bruno
A film by Pallieter Van Lokeren (8-years-old) from the Academy of 
Arts in Sint-Niklaas, clay animation, no dialogue, 30 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

Bruno draws a monster. It comes to life!
“We watched Morph, an animation film from Aardman 
Studio. With a self made small clay man we were able 
to get to work. I came up with a fun story with it.” 

Contact: JEF meer dan film

Panic on Earth 6+

Paniek op aarde
A film by the class of Lander Zwaenepoel, together with Daan 
Cools, animation teacher, pixilation, no dialogue, 40 sec, 2018

 COMPETITION    FOR AND BY YOUNGSTERS 

Dark forces threaten the inhabitants of Earth…
Contact: JEF meer dan film
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School 
screenings
Molly Monster 4+

An animated film by Ted Sieger from Sweden, Switzerland  
& Germany, Dutch spoken, 72 min, 2015

Her mother laid an egg and Molly would love to see  
it hatch. A musical and cheerful animated film for  
the little ones.
  Molly Monster would love to be there  
when her sister crawls out of the egg that her mum  
laid. It happens far away behind the Wild Hills, on the 
egg island, where little monsters see the light of day.  
But how can she get her best friend Edison to under-
stand that there is no need to be jealous? With a  
troubled heart Molly follows her parents. That’s the  
start of an adventurous journey through a colourful 
world: Monsterland.

The big bad fox  
and other tales 5+ 

De grote boze vos en  
andere verhaaltjes 
Le grand méchant renard  
et autres contes
See page 33

...



T
he big bad fox and other tales

R
osie &
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Rosie & Moussa 7+
See page 37

Fanny’s journey             11+

Le voyage de Fanny
A film by Lola Doillon from France & Belgium,  
Dutch subtitles, 94 min, 2016

Fanny’s journey is based on actual events and is an 
incredible story about courage and survival instinct.  
The fate of eight children falls in the hands of one brave 
girl and she won’t let anyone or anything stop her. It is a 
story that stays poignantly relevant to this day. The film 
won Best feature film at the JEF festival 2018, selected 
by the children’s jury and even the professionals jury. 
The film stars Belgian actors such as Cécile de France 
and Stéphane De Groodt.
   In 1943, the thirteen-year-old Fanny and her 
younger sisters are chased through France and Italy, 
fleeing the war. Just as they have found a place to stay 
at an Italian foster family, the Nazi rose to power. Fanny 
takes along a group of children and together they try to 
safely reach the Swiss border, despite the physical and 
political obstacles. It will be a heroic journey.
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JEF in the  
hospital / Hospital  
Film Project 
JEF wants to give all kids the oppor-
tunity to experience the JEF festival. 
That’s why we stream short and feature 
films selected from the participating 
countries, so kids with limited mobility 
can enjoy them from the comforts of 
their bed. Accompanying every film you 
can watch short intros and a variety of 
extra’s. Every short film in competition 
can win an award on this platform, and 
you can choose! Rate every short film 
and the one rated the highest wins the 
JEF in the hospital award. This way 
you experience amazing films from the 
comforts of your bed! Want to join us? 
Go to filminhospital.eu 

In cooperation with Croatian Kids meet Art, Swedish BUFF  
International Children and Young People’s Festival, Bednet,  
UZ Gent, Revalidatiecentrum Pellenberg Leuven, Revalidatie-
centrum Pulderbos Zandhoven, GZA Sint-Augustinus Antwerpen, 
ZNA Koningin Paola Kinderziekenhuis Antwerpen, UZ Antwerpen, 
UZ Leuven, UZ Brussel, Regionaal ziekenhuis Sint-Trudo Sint-
Truiden, Kinderafdeling Sint-Lucas Brugge, AZ Nikolaas Sint-
Niklaas, OLV Aalst, AZ Monica Deurne, AZ Sint-Jozef Turnhout, 
Sint-Andries Tielt, AZ Groeninge Kortrijk, OLV Waregem,  
AZ Jan Palfijn Gent, AZ West Veurne and the support of  
the European Commission and the gifts from Music For Life. 

For more info: filminhospital.eu
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Gordon & Paddy 4+
See page 31

Los Bando 8+
See page 49

All short films in the professionals competition are 
streamed by children in hospitals. Next to JEF’s  
selection, our partners in Croatia and Sweden will  
each add another 10 short films and together choose  
3 feature films.

G
ordon &

 P
addy
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Professionals 
events
04.03 → Macky

Industry day
MACKY, a brand new collective of creatives with  
a passion for audiovisual youth media, are launching  
the organization during their first Industry event at  
the JEF festival. The event is aimed at the broad  
audiovisual sector, with a pitch opportunity exclusively 
for MACKY creatives.
  In the morning six MACKY members will 
have the chance to pitch their scripts to a panel of  
children. This successful international concept will 
provide them with very detailed advice directly from  
their target audience.
  In the afternoon the entire audiovisual 
industry is invited for an international keynote and the 
launch presentation of MACKY and a presentation of  
six on the horizon work in progress projects. An exciting 
day for all those involved in audiovisual youth media!

Full program
 
 Exclusive for selected  
 MACKY members:
09:30 welcome
10:00 children pitch sessions (2 projects)  
10:25  break
10:35 children pitch sessions (2 projects)  
11:00  break
11:10 children pitch session 2 projects)  
11:25  closing talks and visit to the medialab 

together with the children
12:00 lunch
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Public
12:30 welcome
13:00 launch speech and presentation of MACKY
13:30 international keynote speakers
14:30 break
14:45 on the horizon — 6 projects
15:45 break
16:00 on the horizon — 3 projects
17:00 networking reception

02.03 → Student talks
“A degree in film making,  
what now?”

 
On Saturday the 2nd of March a new generation of  
film talent, from different Flemish film schools, will have 
the chance to attend an info session with important 
partners from the audio visual field. Guest speakers 
from the Flanders Audiovisual Fund, Sabam, Tentoo, 
post production company Option Media and a new plat-
form Filmstudent, will give their advice to the young film 
makers. This is followed by a panel discussion where 
they hear the stories of their predecessors. An inspiring 
afternoon, away from school but with a lot of dialogue.

Full program

10:30  film from the selection
12:00 lunch break
12:30 a talk with Filmstudent platform
13:30 a talk with Sabam
14:00 a talk with Tentoo
14:30 a talk with Option Media
15:00 a talk with VAF (Flanders Audiovisual Fund)
15:30 panel 
16:30  network moment & reception

For the student competition films see page 54
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26.02 → Dig It Up

Welcome at the new edition of Dig It Up. An inspiration 
festival full encounters with interesting people, techno-
logies and artistic experiences. What have we planned? 
Dozes of inspirational sessions, workshops, examples 
out of the workfield and some renowned speakers such 
as: Maya Van Leemput (futurologist at the Erasmus 
University Brussels) and Thierry Geerts (CEO, Google 
Belgium). During this day we discover new forms of 
policy making, culture education, multi media art and 
cultural experiences. 
  In the forenoon we have a plenary session 
which deals with the digital innovation and what this 
means for the future of the cultural sector. In the after-
noon you can compose your own program out of  
a wide range of workshops and inspirational sessions.  
In the evening you can join for a dinner and a lecture  
by John Moravec (thought leader within educational  
innovation and technology) organized by Vitamine C. 

This festival has been made possible in cooperation with  
City of Antwerp, JEF, De Ambrassade, M HKA, Vitamine C, 
Publiq and Faro. 

Program

   Continuous:  
Exhibition of artistic games, 
playful arts & JEF Medialab

9:00 welcome
9:45  reinvent our world in digital times 

Thierry Geerts, CEO of Google Belgium and author of Digitalis  

10:45  a look into the future of the cultural sector 
Maya Van Leemput, Futurologist Erasmus University Brussels

11:30 break 
11:50  the culture participant of the future 

Rozenbrood Trendstudio
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9:45  the keynotes will be alternated  
with inspiration pitches: 

  a future proof cultural centre 
Peter Devisch, director CC Brugge

  how can we make Flemish Utopias? 
Arnoud Van Der Straeten, Utopia Aalst

  youth work on the crossroad of art,  
culture and digital technologies. 
Hannes D’Hulster, Nerdlab

13:00 lunch
14:00  choose between 4 workshops or  

inspirational sessions about digital art-  
and culture experience and policy making. 

15:00 break
16:15  making a future together 

Maya Van Leemput, Futurologist Erasmus University Brussels

16:45 netwerk reception
17:30  evening program by Vitamine C  

(dinner, keynote & network drink)

For more detailed information visit:  
cultuurconnect.be/events/dig-it-up

27.02 → Exhibitors day part 1

On this day, programmers can discover the newest films 
in our catalogue for next season. Give feedback to our 
JEF team and help us decide what our catalogue will 
look like in the future.
 This programmer’s day part 1 will take  
place during the JEF festival. So meanwhile, you can 
feel the JEF festival atmosphere. You can experiment  
in the Medialab and be the first to discover our new  
installations, such as Fugl and Mash up tafel.

19.03 → Exhibitors day part 2

During this second part of our programmer’s day you  
will efficiently get to watch films from our catalogue.  
On top of that you’ll receive the latest information on  
our catalogue for the next season.
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Practical  
information 
Tickets     
JEFfestival.be    
+32 (0)3 303 43 10    

Reduced rates: you can use your reduced 
rate city pass at every location, if you are 
eligible for this reduction.festival@jeugdfilm.be

Accessibility
Every location is wheelchair accessible. Please contact us if you have special 
needs, we will try to do our best to meet them. 
Deaf or hearing impaired people can download Earcatch, an audio description 
app. Check our website to see which films are available with the app. 

Locations 
ANTWERP
Zuiderpershuis   Waalsekaai 14 – 2000 Antwerp 
EcoHuis    Turnhoutsebaan 139 – 2140 Borgerhout 

BRUGES
De Republiek & Lumière  Sint-Jakobsstraat 36 – 8000 Bruges
Stedelijk Conservatorium  Sint-Jakobsstraat 36 – 8000 Bruges

GHENT
Studio Skoop   Sint-Annaplein 63 – 9000 Ghent
Sphinx Cinema   St. Michielshelling 3 – 9000 Ghent
Kopergietery   Blekerijstraat 50 – 9000 Ghent

COURTRAI
Buda    Kapucijnenstraat 10 – 8500 Courtrai

STROMBEEK-BEVER
CC Strombeek Grimbergen Gemeenteplein 1 – 1853 Strombeek-Bever

ROESELARE
CC De Spil     Hippoliet Spilleboutsdreef 1 – 8800 Roeselare

JEFfestival.be
Visit our website for more information on festival films, 
trailers, reports, a huge archive, news, videos, pictures 
or last minute guests!
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About JEF
JEF’S MISSION

A diverse range of youth films 
broadens the perspective of children 
and young people. This offers them 
opportunities to better determine the 
world they want to live in. JEF makes 
youth film available to exhibitors, 
visible and accessible to a wide and 
diverse audience as well during school 
as leisure time. 
 Through its active role in network 
organizations, JEF is the youth film 
contact for policy makers and the 
(inter)national film industry. At JEF, 
children and young people find a 
place to create, experience, and criti-
cally review film together. For and by 
youngsters is one of the central mottos 
throughout the JEF organisation.
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WHAT IS A JEF FILM?

JEF is the guide for high-quality  
children’s films. JEF’s interpretation  
of the word “high-quality” includes  
the following:
 

We provide films for all ages: from toddlers to teenagers 
and young adults. This does not mean that our films  
are only interesting for children. It is important to JEF 
that everyone can enjoy our films, both young and old.
 
We do not want to patronise children. They can also 
handle topics that the mainstream culture and media 
barely deal with. To us, children’s films are not only films 
that are initially meant for young people, but in particular 
films that will be interesting for a young audience without 
an age limit.
 
We are constantly looking for a great diversity in genres, 
formats, themes and styles that will surprise and  
challenge this wide-ranging target audience. Despite  
the fact that the variety of our films depends highly on 
international production, we are still striving for a balance 
between animation and live action, fiction and documen-
tary, drama and comedy, short film and feature film…  
In addition, it is important to us that not only our films are 
varied, but that they also appeal to a diverse audience.
 
We look for films with relevant and current topics that 
are in line with the daily experience of a diverse audi-
ence, topics that broaden their world view and give  
the audience the opportunity to decide what world they 
want to live in. Films that deal with original topics are 
refreshing to us. We select films that preferably avoid 
stereotypes and that aim for sufficient gender diversity, 
both for the characters and for the creators.
 
The selection of our films always complements or  
reinforces the market: we bring films to an audience 
with the goal to broaden the existing supply on the 
market. We also support films from other distributors 
that fit into our vision, by bringing them to a broader 
audience through a deepening film experience.
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We strongly focus on offering and programming 
European films. However, we also like to keep up with 
the productions of other continents. By means of our 
international network and thorough market prospection 
we stay on top of things.
 
We are looking for films with a trademark from the 
author: to us, the desire to make the film, the authen-
ticity and the craftsmanship of the film maker outweigh 
the commercial potential or the size of the production.  
For these reasons, we closely follow the path of some 
filmmakers that we want to keep connecting to our 
organisation. Especially Flemish film makers who 
engage in making films for a young target audience.  
In this way we lay the foundations for a tradition that  
we can keep building on.

Rosie & Moussa
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JEF’S FILM LITERACY: THE MODEL
 

JEF has developed a model for film literacy, based  
on the framework of BFI, in which three strategic objec-
tives and associated competencies are formulated, 
stimulated through the medium of film. This model 
provides you with tools to stimulate film literacy among 
children and young people — as a teacher, a parent or  
a youth worker. The model also gives you an insight into 
the working methods of JEF.
 

FI
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Film is an art form and a medium to creatively shape 
ideas. Film offers a mirror through which we look at 
ourselves and the world. Since film combines various 
forms of expression (language, image, sound), it is  
a powerful medium that can direct and widen our 
perspective, challenging us to adopt a critical and 
resilient attitude. Film is an art form, but is also used in 
entertainment, journalism and personal communication.
Film literacy focuses on film in all its forms including: 
documentary, live action, animated film, virtual reality 
film, cinematic games.
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In our model for film literacy,  
JEF focuses on four film components:

1. The story  
 
  What is this film about? What is the documentary 

maker’s perspective on the subject? In which socio-
cultural, historical or political context is the story  
situated? Who is the film for? Do you think the film 
has a specific audience in mind? 

2. The cinematographic language 
 
  How to interpret this scène? What impact does  

the editing have on the viewer? Which special 
meaning is given to the use of colours in this film? 
Does the coherence of cinematic choices result  
in a certain vision?

3. The film process
 
  Who does what on the set? Which tasks are being 

undertaken? What happens after the shooting? What 
steps should we take to develop a cinematic game?

4. Audiovisual techniques
 
  How do you handle a camera? How are visual 

effects created? How does stop-motion animation 
technology work?
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Film literacy objectives

By summing up these different aspects, JEF uses  
three strategic objectives, that can be seen as a set  
of skills, attitudes and knowledge that children and 
young people develop.
 
1.     The development of critical skills,  

attitudes and knowledge.
 Value film as an art form and communicative medium. 
Recognize the specific cultural context and/or vision 
reflected in a film. Be capable to compare them with 
your own reference framework. Realize that certain film-
technical choices can influence a viewer’s perception. 
Critically comment on a film and be open to the opinion 
of others. 
 
2.    The development of creative skills,  

attitudes and knowledge.
Gain an insight into film language and learn how to 
master it. Make expressive and creative choices in order 
to share an unique vision through images. Be familiar 
with a film’s production process and know how to put 
it into practice. Make own ideas available to others in 
function of making a film together. 
 
3.    The development of cultural skills,  

attitudes and knowledge.
Reflect on your learning process. Work together and 
share knowledge about film (making). Look at various  
film creations with an open mind. Develop more social 
awareness by being open to the specific cultural context 
of a film. In this model these objectives are not strictly 
defined; they can blur into another and reinforce each 
other. In the context a film literacy activity, the focus can 
be on one objective, but you will find that you will always 
be including at least one extra objective. For example: 
When creating videos, participants will be mainly stimu-
lating creative skills, and in addition they will be learning 
to work together as a team. While making a video,  
participants will be consciously evaluating their own  
creation and reflect on their learning process: all crucial 
for a project’s success. Thus both cultural and critical 
skills are stimulated.
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Film literacy competences

JEF achieves these objectives by focusing on  
different competencies of children and young people. 
These competencies can be combined endlessly.
 

 E Try out something new with an open mind. 
 E Actively watch and observe. 
 E  Personally reflect upon and test your own  

reference framework. 
 E Analyze and explore meanings. 
 E  Think creatively, experiment and get involved in  

a creative process. 
 E  By working with audiovisual media, you can create a 

product in which your ideas are creatively expressed.
 E Share your experiences, product and opinions. 

 
A film literacy activity is always a combination of  
various competencies following one after another as a 
consecutive entity. Their order isn’t fixed. The intensity  
and importance given to every single competence 
depends upon the ability of the group and the objective 
you want to achieve.
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A film literacy mix
Components, objectives and competencies can  
be mutually combined. Through every cinematic  
component, a creative, cultural or critical objective  
can be achieved by focusing on various competencies.  
Thus in every activity you can create your own film 
literacy mix, based on the current and desired  
competencies (of your group). 
 
 For example: You want to stimulate your participants’ 
critical look at propaganda. Therefore you can introduce 
them to a specific visual language: the film-technical 
aspects (for example: editing, sound) that would 
convince an audience about a product. This can be 
done by asking them to look, reflect and analyze,  
but you can also ask them to record a convincing 
message themselves. Which techniques should they 
use to convince an audience? To what extent does this 
correspond with common advertising messages?
 
 For example: You want participants to develop 
cultural skills and empathize with the world of trans-
gender people. First you can ask them to reflect on  
the theme of identity. Then ask them to watch the movie 
Just Charlie. Let them watch three fragments illustrating 
Charlie’s process of coming out. Ask participants to 
describe what’s happening in those scenes, what the 
characters experience and what meaning they give to it. 
The participants will become familiar with the psycho-
logical background of the main character and link it with 
their own world. Pupils discover that the process in  
the film is universal, because every teenager one way  
or another wrestles with his or her own identity.

With this model JEF wants to inspire you, by offering 
tools to implement film literacy in your own (classroom) 
practice. We invite you to, together with us, work with 
children and young people’s creative and assertive  
attitude in a mediatised and image-oriented society.
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ECFA is the leading organization for professionals that 
work with quality fi lms for children and young people. 
Among our members are fi lm festivals, distributors, sales 
agents, TV programmers, cultural institutions and fi lm 
educators. Our aim is to support cinema for children and 
youth in all its aspects: cultural, economic, aesthetic, 
social, political and educational. 

ECFA off ers you: 
 - A unique network for professionals working within 

children’s fi lm
 - Extensive database of European fi lms, festivals and 

contacts
 - Access to the ECFA-Community
 - Possibility to serve in ECFA juries in selected festivals
 - Specialised seminars and workshops
 - 4 ECFA -Journals and 6 ECFA-Updates a year

ECFA was founded in 1988, and has currently more than 
125 members from 36 diff erent countries.
Join Us! Membership fee is €250 per year.
Please fi nd more information on:
www.ECFAweb.org
www.facebook.com/
EcfaEuropeanChildrensFilmAssociation
mail@ecfaweb.org
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13u30 & 16u00 

ZAAL 1 10u30 – ZAAL 1 10u30 – ZAAL 2 14u00 – ZAAL 1 14u00 – ZAAL 2 15u00 – ZAAL 2 16u00 – ZAAL 1 16u00 – ZAAL 2 19u30 – ZAAL 1 19u30 – ZAAL 2 10u00 14u00

ZA 

23.02

 Los bando 
8+  

ZO 

24.02

 Het allerkleinste 
ciné-concert 1,5+

 Het allerkleinste 
ciné-concert 1,5+

 Het allerkleinste 
ciné-concert 1,5+

ZA 

02.03

Monky 
6+ 

Ernest & Célestine: 
winterpret 4+ 

Binti + Binti vlog 
talks 8+  w

Binti vlog talks 
8+   w Studenten-

competitie 12+ 

ZO 

03.03

Klara en de gekke 
koeien 5+ 

Annie (dance- 
a-long) 7+ w JEF makersdag 

6+ 

Let’s dance! 
3+ w

Captain Morten & 
the spider queen 

8+ JEF makers 
internationaal  

6+

I am not a witch 
13+

MA 

04.03

My grandpa  
is an alien 

9+  

Vechtmeisje 
9+  

De grote boze vos 
5+ 

Zen in the ice rift 
15+ 

DI 

05.03

De wilde stad 
6+  

De avonturen 
van No-No 3+ 

Binti 
8+  

Allemaal beestjes 
3+

Mirai 
9+ 

Casper & Emma 
maken theater 3+

What happened 
in the tent 14+ 

Gordon & Paddy 
4+

Gruwelijke rijmen 
6+

WO 

06.03

Double trouble 
9+ 

Captain Morten &  
the spider queen 

8+ 

The falcons 
8+ 

Klara en de gekke 
koeien 5+ 

Superjuffie 
6+ 

Kleine verhaaltjes 
3+  

This crazy heart 
12+ 

Rosie & Moussa 
7+

Supa modo 
8+

DO 

07.03

Los bando 
8+ 

Sunshine Barry en 
de discowormen 

5+ w

The witch hunters 
8+  

Ernest & Célestine: 
winterpret 4+ 

Zara & de  
magische kicksen 

6+   w

Overal docu! 
9+  

Kissing Candice 
16+ 

Gruwelijke rijmen 
6+

Rosie & Moussa 
7+

VR 

08.03

Pachamama 
8+ 

De wegpiraat en 
andere deugnieten 

5+

Wildwitch
9+ 

I am not a witch 
13+

Super furball 
6+  

Rita & krokodil 2 
3+ 

The invisibles 
15+  Supa modo 8+ Gordon & Paddy 

4+

ZA 

09.03

Superjuffie 
6+ 

Chuskit 
8+ 

Los bando 
8+  

De avonturen 
van No-No 3+ 

Nous trois 
9+  

Masterclass 
resultaten

ZO 

10.03

Mirai 
9+ 

De wilde stad 
6+  Prijsuitreiking  

+ winnende  
kortfilms 

 

Casper & Emma 
maken theater 3+

ANTWERP & FILM & ANTWERP & FILM & ANTWERP & FILM 
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ZUIDERPERSHUIS ZUIDERPERSHUIS ECOHUIS
13u30 & 16u00 

ZAAL 1 10u30 – ZAAL 1 10u30 – ZAAL 2 14u00 – ZAAL 1 14u00 – ZAAL 2 15u00 – ZAAL 2 16u00 – ZAAL 1 16u00 – ZAAL 2 19u30 – ZAAL 1 19u30 – ZAAL 2 10u00 14u00

ZA 

23.02

 Los bando 
8+  

ZO 

24.02

 Het allerkleinste 
ciné-concert 1,5+

 Het allerkleinste 
ciné-concert 1,5+

 Het allerkleinste 
ciné-concert 1,5+

ZA 

02.03

Monky 
6+ 

Ernest & Célestine: 
winterpret 4+ 

Binti + Binti vlog 
talks 8+  w

Binti vlog talks 
8+   w Studenten-

competitie 12+ 

ZO 

03.03

Klara en de gekke 
koeien 5+ 

Annie (dance- 
a-long) 7+ w JEF makersdag 

6+ 

Let’s dance! 
3+ w

Captain Morten & 
the spider queen 

8+ JEF makers 
internationaal  

6+

I am not a witch 
13+

MA 

04.03

My grandpa  
is an alien 

9+  

Vechtmeisje 
9+  

De grote boze vos 
5+ 

Zen in the ice rift 
15+ 

DI 

05.03

De wilde stad 
6+  

De avonturen 
van No-No 3+ 

Binti 
8+  

Allemaal beestjes 
3+

Mirai 
9+ 

Casper & Emma 
maken theater 3+

What happened 
in the tent 14+ 

Gordon & Paddy 
4+

Gruwelijke rijmen 
6+

WO 

06.03

Double trouble 
9+ 

Captain Morten &  
the spider queen 

8+ 

The falcons 
8+ 

Klara en de gekke 
koeien 5+ 

Superjuffie 
6+ 

Kleine verhaaltjes 
3+  

This crazy heart 
12+ 

Rosie & Moussa 
7+

Supa modo 
8+

DO 

07.03

Los bando 
8+ 

Sunshine Barry en 
de discowormen 

5+ w

The witch hunters 
8+  

Ernest & Célestine: 
winterpret 4+ 

Zara & de  
magische kicksen 

6+   w

Overal docu! 
9+  

Kissing Candice 
16+ 

Gruwelijke rijmen 
6+

Rosie & Moussa 
7+

VR 

08.03

Pachamama 
8+ 

De wegpiraat en 
andere deugnieten 

5+

Wildwitch
9+ 

I am not a witch 
13+

Super furball 
6+  

Rita & krokodil 2 
3+ 

The invisibles 
15+  Supa modo 8+ Gordon & Paddy 

4+

ZA 

09.03

Superjuffie 
6+ 

Chuskit 
8+ 

Los bando 
8+  

De avonturen 
van No-No 3+ 

Nous trois 
9+  

Masterclass 
resultaten

ZO 

10.03

Mirai 
9+ 

De wilde stad 
6+  Prijsuitreiking  

+ winnende  
kortfilms 

 

Casper & Emma 
maken theater 3+

ANTWERP & FILM & ANTWERP & FILM & ANTWERP & FILM 
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ZUIDERPERSHUIS ZUIDERPERSHUIS ECOHUIS

9u00 — 10u00 10u00 — 11u30 11u30 — 13u00 13u00 — 
13u30 13u30 — 14u00 14u00 — 15u30 15u30 — 17u00 17u00 — 17u30 10u00 — 17u00 10u00 — 18u00 19u00 — 22u30 11u30 — 13u00 15u30 — 17u00

ZA 

23.02

Medialab 

3 – 99 jaar

ZO 

24.02

ZA 

02.03

ZO 

03.03
Masterclass VR 

9 – 14 jaar

MA 

04.03
Masterclass VR

9 – 14 jaar

Masterclass VR

9 – 14 jaar

Masterclass
medialab 

9 – 12 jaar

DI 

05.03
Masterclass camera moves

6 – 9 jaar

Masterclass camera moves

6 – 9 jaar

Workshop 
serpentine dans

4  – 6 jaar

Workshop 
serpentine dans

6  – 8 jaar

WO 

06.03
Masterclass 
dansregie 
in 1, 2, 3! 
3 – 6 jaar

Masterclass 
dansregie 
in 1, 2, 3! 
3 – 6 jaar

Medialab 
nocturne

12+

Workshop 
serpentine dans

7  – 9 jaar

Workshop 
serpentine dans

8  – 10 jaar

DO 

07.03
Workshop 

serpentine dans
6  – 8 jaar

Workshop 
serpentine dans

7  – 9 jaar

VR 

08.03
Workshop 

serpentine dans
8  – 10 jaar

Workshop 
serpentine dans

4  – 6 jaar

ZA 

09.03

ZO 

10.03
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ZUIDERPERSHUIS ZUIDERPERSHUIS ECOHUIS

9u00 — 10u00 10u00 — 11u30 11u30 — 13u00 13u00 — 
13u30 13u30 — 14u00 14u00 — 15u30 15u30 — 17u00 17u00 — 17u30 10u00 — 17u00 10u00 — 18u00 19u00 — 22u30 11u30 — 13u00 15u30 — 17u00

ZA 

23.02

Medialab 

3 – 99 jaar

ZO 

24.02

ZA 

02.03

ZO 

03.03
Masterclass VR 

9 – 14 jaar

MA 

04.03
Masterclass VR

9 – 14 jaar

Masterclass VR

9 – 14 jaar

Masterclass
medialab 

9 – 12 jaar

DI 

05.03
Masterclass camera moves

6 – 9 jaar

Masterclass camera moves

6 – 9 jaar

Workshop 
serpentine dans

4  – 6 jaar

Workshop 
serpentine dans

6  – 8 jaar

WO 

06.03
Masterclass 
dansregie 
in 1, 2, 3! 
3 – 6 jaar

Masterclass 
dansregie 
in 1, 2, 3! 
3 – 6 jaar

Medialab 
nocturne

12+

Workshop 
serpentine dans

7  – 9 jaar

Workshop 
serpentine dans

8  – 10 jaar

DO 

07.03
Workshop 

serpentine dans
6  – 8 jaar

Workshop 
serpentine dans

7  – 9 jaar

VR 

08.03
Workshop 

serpentine dans
8  – 10 jaar

Workshop 
serpentine dans

4  – 6 jaar

ZA 

09.03

ZO 

10.03



LUMIÈRE LUMIÈRE
14u00 – BLAUWE ZAAL 10u30 – RODE ZAAL 13u30 – RODE ZAAL 13u30 – GROENE ZAAL 15u30 – RODE ZAAL 15u30 – GROENE ZAAL 16u15 – GROENE ZAAL 19U00 – ZAAL 4

ZA 

02.03

Openingsfilm Los bando 
8+ 

ZO 

03.03

Monky 
6+  

Nous trois
9+  

Ernest & Célestine:  
winterpret 4+ 

Mirai 
9+ 

Sunshine Barry en 
de discowormen 

5+ w

MA 

04.03

De wilde stad 
6+ 

My grandpa is an alien 
9+  

Let’s dance! 
3+ w

I am not a witch 
13+

DI 

05.03

Wildwitch
9+ 

Vechtmeisje 
9+  

Super furball 
6+  

Zen in the ice rift 
15+ 

WO 

06.03

The falcons 
8+ 

Double trouble 
9+ 

Zara & de magische kicksen 6+ 
  w

What happened in the tent 
14+  

DO 

07.03

Overal docu! 
9+  

Pachamama 
8+ 

Superjuffie 
6+ 

This crazy heart 
12+ 

VR 

08.03

Binti 
8+  

The witch hunters 
8+  

Captain Morten & 
the spider queen 

8+ 

Klara en de gekke koeien 
5+  

Kissing Candice 
16+ 

ZA 

09.03

Annie 
(dance-a-long) 

7+ w

Rita & krokodil 2 
3+  

Casper & Emma 
maken theater 

3+

Chuskit 
8+ 

De avonturen van No-No 
3+ 

Masterclass 
resultaten

The invisibles 
15+  
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LUMIÈRE LUMIÈRE
14u00 – BLAUWE ZAAL 10u30 – RODE ZAAL 13u30 – RODE ZAAL 13u30 – GROENE ZAAL 15u30 – RODE ZAAL 15u30 – GROENE ZAAL 16u15 – GROENE ZAAL 19U00 – ZAAL 4

ZA 

02.03

Openingsfilm Los bando 
8+ 

ZO 

03.03

Monky 
6+  

Nous trois
9+  

Ernest & Célestine:  
winterpret 4+ 

Mirai 
9+ 

Sunshine Barry en 
de discowormen 

5+ w

MA 

04.03

De wilde stad 
6+ 

My grandpa is an alien 
9+  

Let’s dance! 
3+ w

I am not a witch 
13+

DI 

05.03

Wildwitch
9+ 

Vechtmeisje 
9+  

Super furball 
6+  

Zen in the ice rift 
15+ 

WO 

06.03

The falcons 
8+ 

Double trouble 
9+ 

Zara & de magische kicksen 6+ 
  w

What happened in the tent 
14+  

DO 

07.03

Overal docu! 
9+  

Pachamama 
8+ 

Superjuffie 
6+ 

This crazy heart 
12+ 

VR 

08.03

Binti 
8+  

The witch hunters 
8+  

Captain Morten & 
the spider queen 

8+ 

Klara en de gekke koeien 
5+  

Kissing Candice 
16+ 

ZA 

09.03

Annie 
(dance-a-long) 

7+ w

Rita & krokodil 2 
3+  

Casper & Emma 
maken theater 

3+

Chuskit 
8+ 

De avonturen van No-No 
3+ 

Masterclass 
resultaten

The invisibles 
15+  
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STEDELIJK CONSERVATORIUM (VIA DE REPUBLIEK) STEDELIJK CONSERVATORIUM (VIA DE REPUBLIEK) DE REPUBLIEK
9u00 — 10u00 10u00 — 11u30 11u30 — 13u00 13u00 — 13u30 13u30 — 14u00 14u00 — 15u30 15u30 — 17u00 17u00 — 17u30 10u00 — 18u00

ZA 

02.03

Gamelab 

3 - 99 jaar

ZO 

03.03

MA 

04.03
Masterclass camera moves

6 – 9 jaar

Masterclass camera moves

6 – 9 jaar

DI 

05.03

WO 

06.03
Masterclass VR

9 – 14 jaar

Masterclass VR

9 – 14 jaar

DO 

07.03
Masterclass 
dansregie 
in 1, 2, 3! 
3 – 6 jaar

Masterclass 
dansregie 
in 1, 2, 3! 
3 – 6 jaar

VR 

08.03

ZA 

09.03
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STEDELIJK CONSERVATORIUM (VIA DE REPUBLIEK) STEDELIJK CONSERVATORIUM (VIA DE REPUBLIEK) DE REPUBLIEK
9u00 — 10u00 10u00 — 11u30 11u30 — 13u00 13u00 — 13u30 13u30 — 14u00 14u00 — 15u30 15u30 — 17u00 17u00 — 17u30 10u00 — 18u00

ZA 

02.03

Gamelab 

3 - 99 jaar

ZO 

03.03

MA 

04.03
Masterclass camera moves

6 – 9 jaar

Masterclass camera moves

6 – 9 jaar

DI 

05.03

WO 

06.03
Masterclass VR

9 – 14 jaar

Masterclass VR

9 – 14 jaar

DO 

07.03
Masterclass 
dansregie 
in 1, 2, 3! 
3 – 6 jaar

Masterclass 
dansregie 
in 1, 2, 3! 
3 – 6 jaar

VR 

08.03

ZA 

09.03
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STUDIO SKOOP
11u00 – ZAAL 1 11u00 – ZAAL 2 13u00 – ZAAL 1 13u00 – ZAAL 3

ZA 

02.03

Monky 
6+  

Casper & Emma 
maken theater 3+

Zara & de  
magische kicksen 

6+   w

Mirai 
9+ 

ZO 

03.03

Vechtmeisje 
9+  

Allemaal beestjes 
3+

Superjuffie 
6+ 

Rita & krokodil 2 
3+  

SPHINX CINEMA
11u00 – ZAAL 2 11u00 – ZAAL 3 14u30 – ZAAL 2 14u30 – ZAAL 3

ZA 

02.03

Annie 
(dance-a-long) 

7+ w

De avonturen van 
No-No 
3+ 

Let’s dance! 
3+ w

Los bando 
8+ 

ZO 

03.03

Sunshine Barry en 
de discowormen 

5+ w

De wilde stad 
6+ 

Ernest & Célestine:  
winterpret 4+ 

Nous trois
9+  
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BUDA
10u30 — ZAAL 3 10u30 —ZAAL 4 14u30 – ZAAL 3 14u30 – ZAAL 4

ZO 

03.03

Let’s dance! 
3+ w

Los bando 
8+ 

Vechtmeisje 
9+  

Casper & Emma 
maken theater 3+

MA 

04.03

Sunshine Barry en 
de discowormen 

5+ w

Mirai 
9+ 

Allemaal beestjes 
3+

Superjuffie 
6+ 

DI 

05.03

Ssst ! 
3+ 

Los bando 
8+ 

Rita & krokodil 2 
3+  

Annie 
(dance-a-long) 

7+ w

WO 

06.03

Rita & krokodil 2 
3+  

Vechtmeisje 
9+  

Let’s dance! 
3+ w

De wilde stad 
6+ 

DO 

07.03

Ernest & Célestine:  
winterpret 4+ 

Monky 
6+  

Sunshine Barry en 
de discowormen 

5+ w

Nous trois
9+  

VR 

08.03

Casper & Emma 
maken theater 3+

Nous trois
9+  

Ernest & Célestine:  
winterpret 4+ 

Monky 
6+  

ZA 

09.03

Annie 
(dance-a-long) 

7+ w

De wilde stad 
6+ 

Ssst ! 
3+ 

Mirai 
9+ 

Z0

10.03

Extravaganza 
9+ 

Superjuffie 
6+ 

Ernest & Célestine:  
winterpret 4+ 

Los bando 
8+ 
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SCHOUWBURG
14u00 16u00 20u30

ZA 

02.03

Monky 
6+  

Rosie & Moussa 
7+

ZO 

03.03

Ernest & Célestine:  
winterpret 4+ 

Casper & Emma 
maken theater 3+

MA 

04.03

De grote boze vos 
5+  + WORKSHOP

Los bando 
8+ 

This crazy heart 
12+ 

DI 

05.03

De wilde stad 
6+ 

Let’s dance! 
3+ w

GROTE ZAAL
9u45 10u00 14u00

ZO 

03.03

Ernest & Célestine:  
winterpret 4+ 

MA 

04.03

Rita & krokodil 2 
3+  

Vechtmeisje 
9+  

   → Gasten     → Première     → Geselecteerd door jongeren   → Extra activiteit
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Contacts 
index
Agent Poppy ————— contact@agentpoppy.com

Aneta Ozorek  ———  aneta@kinowtrampkach.pl

Animais  ———————— info@animais-avpl.com

Animoon  —————————  aroszuk@animoon.pl

Anne-Lore Baeckeland  ———————————  

———————————— cacaobleu@hotmail.com

Bionaut  ——————————— bara@bionaut.cz

Bonobostudio  ——————info@bonobostudio.hr 

Cerutti films  —————— willemijn@ceruttifilm.nl

Cinea/Cinematek  ——— bart.versteirt@cinea.be

Cinéart ———————————  info@cineart.com

Dalton Distribution/ Fonk ————— an@fonk.be

EastWest Distribution ————————————  

——————— festivals@eastwest-distribution.com

Egofilm ——————————— justyna@egofilm.pl

Fabian&Fred  —————— fabian@fabianfred.com

Film constellation –  festivals@filmconstellation.com

Filmbin  —————————  nicholas@filmbin.no

Fleur Sophie de Boer –  fleursophie.db@gmail.com

Folivari ————————————  ls@folivari.com

GlobalScreen —————— info@globalscreen.de

Grid VFX —————————— info@grid-vfx.com

Icelandic film centre  —————————————

—————————— christof@icelandicfilmcentre.is

Independent Films  —— ann@independentfilms.be

JApictures  ——————  contact@japictures.com

JEF  ———————————— marc@jeugdfilm.be

JEF meer dan film  meerdanfilm@jeugdfilm.be

Kapitein Media  ——————info@kapiteinmedia.nl

Kato de Boeck  ——— katodeboeck@hotmail.com

Klik Amsterdam  ——— ursula@klikamsterdam.nl

L’Agence du Court Métrage  —————————  

——————————— f.marquat@agencecm.com

Level K ————————————  david@levelk.dk

Liza Mennes —————— lizamennes@gmail.com

Maria Koneva ————— koneva2107@gmail.com

Martina Netiková —— martinanetikova@gmail.com

Mathijs De Keyvere mathijsdekyvere@gmail.com

Media Luna —————— festival@medialuna.biz

MOME anim ————————— flp@mome.hu 

Natalia Malykhina ———— lemur.nat@gmail.com

Norwegian Film Institute  ——————————— 

——————————— arna-marie.bersaas@nfi.no

Paradiso  ——————— stimperman@paradiso.be

Partizan  ————— duncan.gaman@partizan.com

Pluto film  ———————— daniela@plutofilm.de

Poolhert  ————————— hello@poolhert.com

Pristine film  ——————— info@pristinefilm.com

Pyjama  —————————— pyjama@pyjama.fi

Recircle  ————————— recircle@recircle.net

Red Horse  —————————— roel@redhorse.tv

Renate Zylla  ————————— rzylla@arcor.de

Robert Löbel  —————— mail@robertloebel.com

September film  ———  henk@septemberfilm.be

Short Film Sales  ———— daniela@shortfilm.com

Sigrid Klausmann  — sigrid.klausmann@me.com

Sola media  ————— barbie@sola-media.com

Some shorts  —————— info@someshorts.com

Studio dim  ——————————— darija@dim.hr

Studio Film Bilder  ———— studio@filmbilder.de

Swedish film centre — jing.haase@filminstitutet.se

Tangerine tree  ————  koosje@tangerinetree.nl

TrustNordisk  —————— sara@trustnordisk.com

Zvviks  ———————————— deja@zvviks.net
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Film index
180CC  ————————————————————45
199 little heroes: Olivia from Burkina Faso —————46
Animals Galore  ————————————————24
Annie ————————————————————— 37
Bei mir bist du schön ——————————————40
Between the lines  ———————————————24
Binti  —————————————————————38
Bog hole  ———————————————————40
Captain morten and the spider queen ——————— 41
Carlotta’s face  —————————————————44
Casper & Emma put on a play —————————— 21
Catastrophe  ——————————————————39
Cattle hill ———————————————————32
Chuskit ————————————————————42
Coucouleurs ——————————————————25
Craft  —————————————————————48
Don’t tease the lion  ———————————————29
Double trouble  —————————————————50
Ernest & Celestine: winterfun  —————————— 31
Fanny’s journey  ————————————————89
Fight girl  ———————————————————43
Florka’s diary  —————————————————29
Fruits of clouds  ————————————————40
Gordon & Paddy  ———————————————— 31
Gruff voiced tree  ————————————————26
Happy together  ————————————————52
Hedgehog’s home  ———————————————26
Hitchhikers  ——————————————————29
Hug me. Operation weekend  ——————————28
Hungry bear: blueberry hunt  ———————————25
I am not a witch  ———————————————— 51
JEF makers selection 2019  ——————————— 77
Kissing Candice  ————————————————53
Koyaa dancing socks  ——————————————23
Kuap  —————————————————————24
Let’s dance!  ——————————————————22
Link  —————————————————————46
Listen  —————————————————————44
Little grey Wolfy  ————————————————26
Los Bando  ——————————————————49
Ma mama  ———————————————————24
Mirai  —————————————————————48
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Molly Monster  —————————————————88
Monky  ————————————————————34
My grandpa is an Alien —————————————49
Nous trois  ———————————————————48
Nutz!  —————————————————————25
One, two, tree  —————————————————23
Pachamama  ——————————————————39
Peacock  ———————————————————24
Penguin  ————————————————————25
Planet Z: surprise egg  —————————————35
Provence  ——————————————————— 47
Revolting rhymes ————————————————36
Rex the matchmaker  ——————————————30
Rita & Crocodile 2  ——————————————— 21
Rosie & Moussa  ———————————————— 37
Sisters  ———————————————————— 47
Small tales  ——————————————————28
Snake  ————————————————————22
Spring bear song  ————————————————26
Student competition selection   ——————————54
Sunflower  ——————————————————— 41
Sunshine Barry & the disco worms  ————————32
Supa modo  ——————————————————42
Super furball  —————————————————35
Super Miss  ——————————————————35
Surprise  ———————————————————45
The adventures of No-No  ————————————30
The amazing little worm  —————————————25
The big bad fox and other tales  —————————33
The falcons  —————————————————— 37
The Highway Rat and other rascals  ————————33
The invisibles  —————————————————53
The man who looked beyond the horizon  —————45
The robot & the whale  —————————————39
The sun is a quirky god  —————————————46
The witch hunters  ———————————————38
This crazy heart  ———————————————— 51
Tides  —————————————————————23
Toru super fox  —————————————————29
What happened in the tent  ———————————52
Whistleless  ——————————————————23
Wild Amsterdam  ————————————————34
Wildwitch  ———————————————————43
Wolf  —————————————————————23
Zara and the magical kicks  ———————————36
Zen in the ice rift  ————————————————52
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Colophon 
Festival office
Timmerwerfstraat 40
2000 Antwerp, Belgium 
+32 (0)3 303 43 10

JEF team
Iris Verhoeven, Bregt Van Wijnendaele, Karo Guetens, 
Laura De Bruyn, Marc Puyol-Henin, Gert Hermans, 
Alice Goezu, Tine Van Dycke, Marjolein Fransen,  
Elfi De Vos, Tine Robberecht, Geert Van Asbrouck, 
Rudy Charlet, Maarten Van Overveldt, Kaat Verhelst, 
Felix Vanginderhuysen, Tom Vandenhove, Henry 
Disotuar and Mirjam Bromundt.

Interns
Siham Daali, Lynn van Harten, Sam Verellen, Ghislaine 
Uiterwijk, Jessica Van Tendeloo, Nina van Belle, Jolien 
Ardaen, Noortje Dehouwer, Lara Rutten, Charis Van der 
Zeyp, Thomas Boxho, Lina Vanhulle and Mathilde Vaes.

Executive board members
Andy Demeulenaere, Steven Duyver, Katleen 
Goossens, Bart Goublomme, Kamal Kharmach,  
Veerle Mans, Katelijne Morreel, Geert Poelaert,  
Mieke Vanderhaeghen, Jan Staes, Wout Vandersteene, 
Tom Van de Velde, Lieve Vankeirsbulck, Christine 
Vanleeuw and Floortje Vantomme.

Volunteers
Annelies Bodiang, Vibe Boret, Fenne Brysse,  
Inna Cordy, Trui Coucke, Hélène De Rudder, Sander  
De Rudder, Thelma Deknudt, Fauve Desutter, Noor 
Desutter, Jits Dumon, Pjotr Durlet, Zita Fransen, Yenthe 
Geudens, Katelijne Gevaert, Jade Gevaerts, Francesca 
Gijsen, Kaat Heyen, Siebald Holvoet, Seya Hulsbosch, 
Liessa Huyskens, Youness Iken, Emmelina Isselée, 
Gieles Kinget, Jitse Langenbick, Robbe Leber, Wout 
Leber, Ernest Lenaerts, Birgit Lesage, Margot Leyers, 
Margot Leyers , Katelijne Lindemans, Egon Parmentier, 
Charlotte Quaghebeur, Louis Raes, Amy Schapdryver, 
Magali Smith, Korneel Somers, Viktor Stuyck, Matthias 
van Herel, Victor van Herel, Merel Van Houtte, Liesa 
Van Liedekerke, Lucas Van Loo, Erica Van Mulders, 
Zeffe Van Overloon, Lien Vanbossele, Waso Vanden 
Broeck, Fien Vandermeersch, Hazel Ver moesen,  
Sarah Verplancke, Pieter Vierstraete, Charlotte Wynant.

Young programmer team
Fleur Debusschere, Margot Draelants, Evelien Hayen, 
Viktor Stuyck, Lander Van Aken, Victor Van Herel, 
Matthias Van Herel, Liam Van Loon, Noah Van Loon.

Subsidiaries
VAF (Flemish Audiovisual Fund), Flemish Government, 
Province of Antwerp, City of Antwerp, Creative Europe 
MEDIA, City of Bruges and City of Ghent.

Sponsors
Tentoo, ING, Ibis, Camalot, Option media,  
Norwegian Embassy & Polish Embassy.

Mediapartner
Ketnet, Ketnet Junior & Knack

Partners & logistical support
ECFA, VAF/Gamefonds, Zuiderpershuis,  
Filmtechniek, EcoHuis, De Republiek, Lumière  
cinema Brugge, Stedelijk Conservatorium Brugge, 
Cultuur Gent, Sphinx Cinema, Studio Skoop, 
UiTPAS Gent, Kunstencentrum BUDA, Kopergietery, 
Stadsschouwburg Kortrijk, Spinrag, Cultuurcentrum 
Strombeek, Cultuurcentrum De Spil, een wereld 
met LEF, Devine, Noorse Ambassade, Dig It Up, 
Youth Cinema Network, Cinematek, Cinea, MACKY, 
Cultuurconnect, Ultima Vez, Bednet, De Ambrassade, 
MHKA, FARO, Vitamine C, Filmcel Antwerp, 
Macverhuur, Iedereen Leest, Creative Europe Desk 
Vlaanderen, De bloemerie, Ijsster, In&Uit Brugge, Publiq 
and all operators of the cinemas for their extra efforts.

Scenography
Reinout Hiel and Lara Rutten.

Translations and subtitling
Niki Proost, Siham Daali, Lynn van Harten,  
Sam Verellen, Ghislaine Uiterwijk, Thomas Boxho 
and Jessica Van Tendeloo.

Catalogue contributors
Laura de Bruyn, Karo Guetens, Tine Robberecht,  
Elfi De Vos, Gert Hermans and Tom Vandenhove.

Catalogue editors
Laura de Bruyn, Karo Guetens and Niki Proost

Website 
Bits of Love

Catalogue design
Ronny & Johny
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